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Preface

PREFACE

I am proud to present the Progress Report 1996-1998 of the TNO Centre for Radiological Protection and Dosimetry
(TNO-CSD). At first glance, a comparison of the present report with the Progress Report 1995 shows continuity. Continuity in
that knowledge has been fi.rrther developed and intensified in the research areas mentioned in the former report. There is also

continuity in the provision of services by TNO-CSD to the radiological workers in The Netherlands, in parricular by the
issuing, reception, readout and registration of30.000 personal dosemeters per month. Research and the provision ofservices,
two clusters of activities for which TNO-CSD has earned international recognition and which are a continuous source of pride
to the TNO Centre for Radiological Protection and Dosimetry.

However, the image of continuity is only partially true. Two important developments during the past two years will affect
TNO-CSD. Firstly, the tetiremen. ug d rgust l, 1997 of Han Julius as director of TNO-CSD. Han Julius initiated the
development of the renowned individual dosemeter of TNO. He directed the process of its innovation, research, development
and finally implementation in an enrapturing and creative way. For more than twenry years he managed the TNO Radiological
Service, which in 1994 became a maior part of TNO-CSD. He was nation-wide and internationally the image of TNO in the
field of personal dosimetry. Moreover, Han was the image of The Netherlands in these fields in various international circles.
In many different ways Han has contributed much to the profession of radiological protection. He therefore merits our appreciation

and gratirude. TNO-CSD is pleased co have attracted Han Julius as its advisor. It is clear, however, that this retirement as a

director in view of his status and imprint on TNO-CSD, will have a grcvt impact.

The second development with a major impact on the future of TNO-CSD is that the field of radiological protection in The
Netherlands is in motion. For instance, the public discussion on nuclear energy in The Netherlands resulted in the termination
of energy production by the nuclear power plant at Dodewaard. In the year 2OO2 the nuclear power pianr at Borssele will mosr
Iikely end its activities. In this area will therefore be a diminishing need for research and services in radiological protection and
dosimetry. In The Nethedands p0 per cent of exposure to ionising radiation resulting from man-made sources is due to medical
applications. The need for both research and services will be, therefore, directed more towards medical applications.

It is up to TNO-CSD to realise these new arnbitions. This will not be a simple task, but is quite a challenge. There will be

many changes at TNO-CSD, but we will ensure and even improve the quality of both the research and the provisions of services.

The present Progress Report provides a survey ofthe quality ofthe research and services. I hope that this repor will meet your
interest and appreciation.

G. Getritse
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Irdividual monitorirg

r. Individual monitoring
Cote business of the TNO Centre for Radiological Protection and Dosimetry (TNO-CSD) is the individual monitoring of
radiation workers. Approximately 85 per cent of the radiation workers in The Netherlands is covered by the TNO Individual
Moniroting Service. In addition, TNO-CSD runs the National Dose Regisration and Information System (NDRIS), containing
the occupational dose data of all radiation workers in The Netherlands. In the following contributions Quo Vadis in radiological
protection is described (1.1), ten years of performance monitoring of the individ,ol monitoting service (1.2) and intetesting
tesults obtained with Monte Cado calculations of the effective dose for adults and a child, ate presented.
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r.r. Quo vadis in radiological protection?
H,W.lulius

Infoduction
Since about a century the scientific community is familiar
with the phenomenon of ionising radiation. To mention only
a few names: IUTilhelm Conrad Rdntgen (Nobel prize 1!01),
Henri Becquerel (Nobel ptize l9O3), Marie Curie-Slodowska
(Nobel prize l)O3 and 1911). Already in the early days,

ptactical applications ofradiation developed, the first and

most important being diagnostic radiology, using Riintgen's
X rays. But also the biological effects ofionising radiation,

both beneficial and harmfi:l, became apparent soon. Indeed,

ionising radiation was in more than one sense a very exciting
new tool.

Although scientists were well alert of the adverse effects of
ionising radiation the public atlarge, however, was

completely unaware of the problems. And this remained the

case until, in L945, the alarm bell set offas atomic bombs

exploded over Hiroshima and Nagasaki. These events still
today have a significant impact on the public opinion
regarding radiation in general and nuclear processes in
particular. The negative attitude of 'the man in the street',

although based on insufficient knowledge, greatly stimulated
scientific research and sharpening of the regulations - all over

the world. As far as science is concerned two main strearns

developed:
. radiobiology, focusing on the effects ofionising radiation

by analysing phenomenological data to quantifr the dose-

effect relationship and
. applied radiological protection (often refered to as'health

physics'), focusing on the quantitative measurement of
radioactivity, radiation fields and radiation doses received

by individuals.
Mainly having been involved in the second stream I would
like to say a little more about where we are today and where

we will be tomorrow. Applied Radiological Protection

roughly covers three main fields of interest in which
scientific research and services are combined.

Occupational radiation hygiene
TNO's activities in this field have been for a grear deal in
Individual Monitoring. I7hen I joined TNO, more than

30 years ago, photographic film dosimetry - then 40 years old

already - was still the standard technique used for personal

dosimetry But a new technique, Thermo-luminescence
Dosimetry (TLD) had already attracted the attention of
dosimettists. TNO jumped into it by doing scientific
research and technical development and - much later than

was anticipated originally - introduced TLD in routine
operation in the eady eighties. The very Iast film dosemeter

was issued in 1987, 11 years ago.
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In our rapidly changing world the question may arise:

Is TLD getting old and obsolete? To answer the question, let
us see what is going on elsewhere in the world. In the
United States more than 50 per cent of the dosimetry for
workers is still based on photogtaphic film. Similar
situations exist in countries such as the UK, France and

Germany. Some European countries are even still in the
process of considering switching from film to TLD.
It is beyond doubt that promising new techniques - such as

Elecronic Personal Dosimetry (EPD), Direct Ion Storage
(DIS) and Optically Stimu.lated Luminescence (OSL) - will,
on the long run, replace TLD. But I anticipate that many
more tons of cadmium will still be dumped into the River
Rhine before this will be the case.

Since 1989 TNO operates the Dutch National Dose

Regisuation and Information System (NDRIS), which
contains all occupational radiation doses in The Netherlands.
Other countries now have similar facilities. I expect the time
will come soon that these systems will be connected and

become part of a European network. This will greatly
improve the protection of workers travelling between

countries.

Medical application of ionising radiation
Diagnostic radiology and nuclear medicine are responsible

for, roughly speaking, p0 per cent ofthe radiation dose to
the population caused by non-natural sources. This is a field,
which requires the interest and assistance ofthe radiological
protectionist and dosimetrist. The challenges for the future
are twofold: Firstly, more sophisticated technological means

need to be developed to find better ways to assess the
radiation dose to the patient under practical conditions in
such a way that experimental results from various

investigators are comparable. Secondly, better ways are to be

found to quantifr the quality of diagnostic images on the
basis of which medical diagnoses are made. Both are

necessary to provide a better balance between the qualiry of
the diagnostic information and radiation risks for the
patient.

Radiation fields and radioactivity in the environment.
In The Nethedands, like in all Western countries, the
pollution of the environment is a hot political issue. The
main pollutants attracting attention these days are CO, and

NOx (the main greenhouse gasses), noise and toxic
substances that pollute our soil. As far as radiation and

radioactivity in the environment are concerned, the media
are relatively silent these days. But the problems are there:

TIYO-CSD Progress Report 1996-r998



Radon and radon daughters in the in-house environment and

the related radioactivity of building materials, radioactive
waste from non-nuclear industries, dose limits at the

boundary ofsites where radiation sources are installed, etc.

The Dutch Ministry of Housing, Physical Planning and

Environment is in a continuous process ofdeveloping,
discussing and revising regulations. Sure enough, not an easy

task! Not only difficult because of lack of scientific evidence

for the risks oflow levels ofradiation, but also because the
proposed dose limits tend to be of the same order of
magnitude as the variations in the natural background.

It is in this context that I -although not a radiobiologist-
cannot resist briefly touching stochastic effects of ionising
radiation, because these provide the basis ofrisk assessments

and hence ofthe radiological protection regulations. At high
and medium dose levels the efi[ects are relatively well known.
However, as soon as it comes to Iow and very low dose levels,

hard scientific data are scarce or missing entirely. We are left
with no other option than extrapolation. How to extrapolate
is still subject ofdiscussion. The linear-non-threshold
extrapolation hypothesis is generally used to estimate the

radiation risk at low and very low doses because it is the
most conservative way to go.

Hardly anybody will argue that this approach is not
suitable for setting dose limits for the professional worker.
Modern safe guards make it easy to comply. The situation is

different, however, when it comes to setting dose iimits for
the population at large. The combination of conventional
risk concepts and the linear-non-threshold concept has

significant implications, both for the need to construct heavy

and expensive shielding ofradiation sources (including those

in hospitals) and for setting acceptable concentration levels of
radioactivity in the outdoor envitonment and in building
materials and the related concentration ofradon and radon

daughters in the indoor environment.
In view of the above, it seems justified to, instead of

cutting down budgets, stimulate radiobiological research and

strengthen the basis for radiation risk assessments and hence

for firture regulations. Our environment as well as our
society deserve to be treated in a fair way.

Quo vadis in radiological protection?
The profession may look forward to many intetesting
challenges. But it should certainly also anticipate some

significant problems. Duting the seventies and eighties
Radiation Protection was in excellent shape, for two reasons:

First of all: There were lots of problems. Think of the
increasing interest in the protection of the patient in
diagnostic radiology and nuclear medicine, the growing
emphasis on environmental aspects and the problems related
with the expansion ofnuclear energy and the associated

Research and Development
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waste problems.

Secondly: Plenty of money was available to be spent for

solving -or at least aiming at solving- these problems.
The present situation, howeveq is quite different. Most of

the problems seem to have been solved and some people

argue that The Netherlands is a non-problem counmy! I am

nor sure this is true, but indeed: Radiation protection in
hospitals has been improved significantly and implementing
further improvements is considered a matter of routine,
radioactivity in the environment is not the hot issue anymore

as it used to be and nuclear energy production is not very
popular and therefore is almost banned in this country
(a rather misleading and hypocrite political decision, taking
into account that we freely impott electricity genetated by
nuclear power at a stone's throw distance).

The budgets available for scientific research and

development are shrinking every year. This is not typical for
our profession, it happens in many other fields as well. It is

neither rypical for The Netherlands, similar trends develop

in many other countries, even on both sides of the Atlantic.
The generally adopted philosophy is: Scientific tesearch

should pay off, literally. Meaning: Science and its products
should be paid for by the customer and hence needs to be

marketed and sold. This is exactly what the Universities are

doing these days. Unforrunately, research in radiation
protection and dosimetry clearly does not generate products

that can easily be sold, simply because the need for them is
based on legal requirements and nobody is eager to spend the

extra money. Society will, however, suffer for it when it
comes to another Chernobyl-like disaster, which may happen

every day, taking into account the technical state ofnuclear
power plants in countries not too far from here.

The changing sociery and the subsequent weakening

position of Radiological Protection requires changing the
structure of the profession. It is my strong believe that, in
our country we badly need a'Centre ofExcellence'where
scientific research and public services are combined and

which, at the same time, serves as an advisory body for the

government and society as a whole.
d6g,ally, many, if not most, countries operate a 'National

Institute for Radiological Protection'. Well known is the

National Radiological Protection Board, in the UK. But also

Germany, France, Sweden, Ireland and other countries,
including the young Czech Republic, have such National
Institutes. These Institutes play a vital role in the

communication with the public, in the communication
between nations and in the relation with the Eutopean

Union. The latter is of particular importance as far as

acquiring research contracts is concerned. Our country
deserves the creation of a National Institute for Radiological
Protection. ,)
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r.2. Ten years of perforrnance monitoring of the TNO-

Individual Monitoring Service

l,W.E,von Dijk

Introduction
The Quality Assurance (QA) programme of an approved

dosimetry service, aims at attaining and sustaining a level of
performance that meets the expectations of both the

customer and the authorities. This includes the level of
dosimetric performance, the level of service to the customers

(i.e., giving adequate advice and effective handling of
complains) and the level ofoperational efficiency,

administrative accuracy and commercial performan ce (1,2).

The Qudity Assurance subscription is one of the possible

ways of monitoring continuously most aspects of a dosimetry

service. This QA-subscription is the subscription on the

service of a dummy customer as mentioned in the EC

Recommendations (2). In this paper the results of 10 years

QA-subsciption at the TNO Individual Monitoring Service

(IMS) are presented and discussed.

TNO Individual Monitoring Service
The TNO Individual Monitoring Service (IMS) is a, by the

Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment, approved

dosimetry service (ADS), monitoring about 27,000

radiological workers. An in-house developed TLD system

that consists ofa pool ofabout 58,000 two- or three-element

dosemeters and three automatic reader systems is used. The

dosemetets contain LiFr,,s (TLD100) detectors behind a

)40 mglcm2 plastic filter for the measurement of Ho(0.07)

and TLD100 detectors behind 2 mm aluminium fot the

me.rsurement of Hr(10). For the measurement of beta doses,

the dosemeters contain additionally either a 20 rng.cm2

'LiFr,*, (TLD7 20) detector or a carbon loaded LiFr,r,
detector (3).

The detectors in the dosemeters are calibrated individually;
re-calibration is done after being issued 15 times (on avera9e

once every one or two years). The TLD reader systems are

calibrated daily. 60Co sources, ofwhich the dose rates are

traceable to the primary standard, are used for the irradiations.

QA-subscription
In order to continuously monitor the quality of the TNO
Individual Monitoring Service, a Quality Assessment

Subscription was started 10 years ago, in October 1987 (5).

The QA-subscription is the subscription to our services of a

dummy customer. There is a biweekly subscription of
10 dosemeters and a four-weekly and a quarterly subscription

of 6 dosemeters.

Together with and indistinguishable from the dosemeters

for the normal customers, every issuing period a number of
randomly chosen dosemeters is send by regular mail to the

private address of a member of the staff. Two dosemeters are

placed in a lead pig and two are placed in the MS processing

area. In our calibration irradiation facility, two dosemeters

are irradiated to 2.00 mSv using 6oCo .orrr..r. The remaining
four biweekly issued dosemeters are, in duplicate, irradiated

to 0.20 and 12.00 mSv. At the end of the issuing period the
dosemeters are taken back home again and retutned to the
laboratory by regularly mail.

Evaluation of the dosemeters and reporting of the results is

done together with and indistinguishable from the bulk of
the returned dosemeters. Copies of the reports are send to the

responsible staff members as are all other documents that are

send to the normal customers, including annual reports and

invoices.

Checking the dosemeters and documents received and

analysing the dosimetric data, results in the overall
monitoring of the service as suggested in the EC Technical
Recommendations that were referred to in the introduction.

Results
Statistical analysis of the results of the QA-subscriptions
gives both the accuracy (how far does the result deviate from
the true value) and the precision (what are the confidence

Iimits of the dose reported) of the dosimetry system under
routine conditions.
Figure 1 shows for each ofthe 10 years the relative response

(Ho(10)-"*"*a/Ho(1 0)"*) and the variation coefficient (relative

standard deviation) for the irradiated dosemeters of the
biweekly QA-subscription.

At the bottom ofthe graph, the bars represent the

variation coefficient (right value-axis) calculated trsing all
measurements of one year (in general 52). Statting in the
earlier years with a coefficient ofvariation ofabout 10 per
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cent the performance in terms of precision has improved to
about 5 per cent in recenr years.

At half height of the figure the bars represent the deviation
from unity for the relative response. Although the deviations
in the earlier years ,re larger there seems to be a tendency for
slightly (about 3 per cent) underestimating the dose.

Figure 2 shows for 1997 rhe results for both the stored and

Figure z.
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measurements of one year (in general 52). Starting in the
earlier years with a standard deviation of about 0.017 mSv it
has improved to less then 0.01 mSv in recent years.

At half height of the figure the bars represent the deviation
of the measured dose from zero. Although the deviations in
the earlier years are occasionally larger, the average is in most

years much iess then 0.01 mSv.

For assessing the performance of the dosimetry system at

low dose levels, in addition to the data obtained with the

QA-subscription, frequency analysis on the results of all
issued dosemeters gives very usefirl information. This analysis,

for which all 400,000 measurements, which are done in a
year, are used, shows that the standard deviation in an

occupational dose of 0.00 mSv is 0.011 mSv for a moniroring
period of rwo weeks. Part of this standard deviation is due to
variations in the contribution of the natural backgtound. If
these variations are eliminated the standard deviation in a

single dose measurement under routine conditions is about
0.006 mSv.

Discussion
The Iogistics of dosemeter distribution is such that from the

entire pool of available dosemeters a dosemeter is randomly
chosen and assigned to a worker. This strategy not only has

great advantages from the logistics point ofviews over the

system in which each worker has been assigned a fixed set of
two or three dosemetets, bur also from the dosimetric point
of view. This strategy ensures that random and systemaric

errors in the dosemeter calibration are averaged out over the
entire population of monitored workers resulting in a lower
error in the total annual dose for each individual worker.

Because the QA-subscription dosemeters are issued in the

same routine as those for the normal customers, the same

statistical argurnent applies for these dosemeters. Thus the

precision and accuracy found with the QA-subscriprion is

representative for the precision and accuracy of the doses

reported to the normal customers.

In many situations, the provisions made for the safe

operation of radiation emitting equipment and the handling
of radioactive materials is such that it is virtually impossible
ro commit doses that approach the legal limits. Thus, in
many practical situations the dose measured by an approved

dosimetry service are not primarily of importance to verify
compliance with regulations but to veri$, the compiiance
with, often very strict, ALARA goals. This means that many
customers expect a good performance of the dosimerric
system at dose levels approaching those of the natural
background.

It should be stressed however, that, doses higher than the
natural background level, the results ofthe QA-subscription
are only valid for one radiation quality (60Co) and normal

11@

.*l
6.0

z@

0.@

-1

-z@

0.o t.@ a@ 3.Q a.m 5.@ q@ 7.@ 8.@ 9.@ 10.@

the irradiated dosemeters. At the bottom axis the
conventionally true value for the dose is given and on the left
value-axis the measured dose.

The solid line is the calculated regression firnction and the
vertical bars represent the standard deviation. The cortelation
is virtually perfect but the slope indicates an under response

of 3.4 per cett.
Figure 3 shows the results of the QA-subscription of the

Figure 3.

dosemeters that are kept in the mail processing area of our
service.

At the bottom ofthe graph, the bars represent the
standard deviation (right value-axis) calculated using all
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incidence. As discussed elsewhere (4), the random errors

determined with the QA-subscription must be added to the
(randomised) systematic erors due to energy and angular
dependence which can be determined from type-tests results
(3). Taking this into account, we find the following
performance parameters for 1997:
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discussions on the QA-subscription, combined with
comments form customers have resulted in improvements in
user friendliness of our services. i)

l. lC Dutt ond I Lindborg.

Quality conmol and quality assurance in individual
monitoring of ionizing radiations. Radiat Prot Dosim 54,

337-342, 1994.

2. Commission of the Ewopean Communities, 1994.

Technical recommendations for monitoriog individuals
occupationally exposed to external radiation. CEC EUR
5287, Chapter ).

3.llV tulius,l0llarsholl, P Christensen ond lWEvon Dijk,

Type testing ofpersonal dosemeters for photon energy and

angular response. Radiat Prot Dosim 54, 373-377,1994.
4.lWE van Dijk ond HW lulius.

Dose thresholds and quality assessment by statistical
analysis of routine individual monitoring TLD data.

Radiat Prot Dosim 66, 17-22, L996.

S.lWEvon Dijk.

Quality assurance in individual monitoring: 10 years of
petformance monitoring of the TLD based TNO
Individual Monitoring Service. Radiat Prot Dosim 77,
231-244. 1998.

0.006 mSv:

0.01 mSv:

0.03 mSv:

4 per cent:

Standard deviation in very Iow doses

excluding variations in the natural
background;
Standard deviation in very low doses.

Detection limit (4).

Variation coefficient, excluding systematic

16 per cent: Variation coefficient, including systematic

errors (4).

The art of using the QA-subscription for improving the
Ievel ofperformance ofthe service is to look at least as critical
at the dose reports and the other documents send as a critical
customer might do. The study of the statistical results,

together with the possibility to do simulation experiments

on the raw data that are stored on tape, helped to improve

the dosimetric petformance. On several occasions staff

r.3. Effective dose per unit fluence calculated for adults and
a 7-year old girl in broad antero-posterior beams of
monoenergetic electrons of o.1 to ro Mev

F.W. Schultr ond l. Zoetelief

The International Commission on Radiological Protection
(ICRP) has recommended the use of effective dose (E) as the
radiological protection quantity to assess radiation risk (1).

The derivation ofE requites knowledge oforgan doses that
in general cannot be directly measured. It therefore is

common practice to measure opetational quantities instead of
effective dose that the Intetnational Comrnission on

Radiation Measurements and Units (ICRU) has defined for
external radiation. They are ambient, directional and

personal dose equivalents (H*(d), H'(d), He(d), and are

based on dose absorbed at some depth (d) in a spherical or
slab phantom (2, 3). These quantities are assumed to yield a

good estimate of E, but this assumption has not yet been

propedy verified in the case ofexternal radiation with
electrons of low energy (<10 MeV). Information on organ

doses due to external low-energy electron tadiation is sparse,

but in principle can be generated by means of Monte Cado
(MC) simulation of tadiation transport. A condition is the
availability of (complex) mathematical anthropomorphic
phantoms. Rather than absolute values, MC simulation will
yield organ doses normalised to a radiation field quantity,
like particle fluence.

Each of three anthropomorphic phantoms were placed in
broad unidirectional (antero-posterior, AP) beams of mono-
energetic electrons (electron energies from 0.1 to 10 MeV)
travelling through empty space. This is a worst case for
radiological protection because in AP direction the more

radiosensitive organs are exposed most. Furthermore, there is
no attenuation due to air and no dose reduction by wearing
protective clothing. The phantoms ate based on descriptions
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by the German GSF-Forschungszentrum ftir Umwelt und
Gesundheit and contain all organs that are important with
respect to radiological protection. They represent the

reference adult male (70 kg, length 1.70 m) and female
(60 kg, 1 .60 m), and a seven years old girl (24 kg, I .1 5 m).
Using the general purpose MC simulation code MCNR
version 4.2, developed at the Los Alamos National
Laboratory, USA, organ doses per unit fluency were

calculated. It was taken into account that cells in the top
Iayer of the skin (70 pm) are insensitive to radiation. The
fact that dose absorbed here does not contribute to E
appeared to be significant when electron energy falls below
0.4 MeV. E was calculated according to ICRP Report 60 (1).

Tissue weighting factors were not re-normalised, i.e., their
sum equals 1,0.95 and 1.05 for the average adult, the male

and the female phantoms, respectively.

Plotting doses pet unit fluency as a function ofelectron
energy on logarithmic scales, three types ofqualitative
behaviout can roughly be distinguished, i.e., for surface,

peripheral and deep organs, respectively. For skin, the dose

per unit fluency initially is relatively high (1-2 x 10-11

Gy.cm2) and increases slowly with increasing electron energy

to arrive at a more or less steady level (2-4 x 10-10 Gy.cm2)

when electron energy exceeds about I MeV. Similar

Research and Development
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magnitude lower.

Differences in coresponding organ doses in different
phantoms cannot be generalised, although most often they

are greater for child compared to adult than for adults

compared mutually. This is attributable to phantom size.

Possible influence of tissue compositions being different in
chiid or adult has not been investigated. Dose tatios with
respect to the average adult (Table 1) are often negiigible
(close to one), sometimes considerable but insignificant,
rarely considerable and significant. Dose ratios above 10

occur but are rare.

For the various phantoms E as a function of electron energy

is shown in Fig. 1. Organs with low doses, which, especially

for deeper organs and lower electron energies, often have

latger (statistical) uncertainties, usually do not contribute
much to E. Therefote, the uncertainty in E remains very

acceptable (at most 6% for adults, lSVo for the child). Below
electron energy of 0.6 MeV, skin is the main contributor to
E. Phantom dependence ofE for adult cases is pronounced at

electron energies above 3 MeV due to different organ

contributions in males and females, and at I MeV because of
the large contribution ofbreasts in the female only. In
general, E calculated for the average adult does not deviate

too seriously from the separate curves fot male and female

Table r. Dose ratios, phantom/average adult:
median value and (range) over all energies for a surface otgan, two peripheral organs and a deep organ, and for effective dose.

Organ Phantom
EVAADAM CHILD

Skin
Breasts
Liver
Pancreas
E

(0.92-r.02)

(o.34-t.9o)
(o.37 -2.OO)
(0.81- 1.2 t)

0.98
1.00

t.r3
t.06
t.o2

1.00

1.60

r.29
o.7t
L.2g

r.o2 (0.98-1.03)

0.87 (0.10- 1.66)

o.92 (o.35-t.63)
0.98 (0.7t-f.i9)

(o.97 -t.o4)
(0.10-306)
(o.tl-92.6)
(o.49-1.39)
(o.98-22.6)

behaviour is seen for the other surface organs (eye lenses).

Peripheral organs like testes and breasts, but also thymus,
livet and bone mamow, start from much lower values (about

1x 10-t6 Gy.cm2) and end at levels between ) x 10-rI to

3 x 10-t0 Gy.cm' for 10 MeV. The sigmoid curves show a

transition point near 0.8 MeY J x 1O-tr Gy.cm2. Dose per

unit fluency in deep organs, like lungs, stomach or kidneys,
stays much longer (up to 2-3 MeV electron energy) at the
Iow initial level (about 5 x 10-16 Gy.cm'). Then it increases

rather steeply to values similar to the ones for peripheral
organs at 10 MeV. Only for deep organs near the centre of
the body, e.g., oesophagus or ovaries, does the dose for
10 MeV electron energy remain about two orders of

adults (less than,25/o over- or underestimation). However,

above 0.4 MeV electron energy the average adult curve

underestimates E for the child significantly. The under-
estimation is largest in the energy range of 1.5-3 MeV, up to
afactor of 23 (due to the large contribution of the girl's
breast tissue), which is unacceptable for radiological
protection purposes. For enetgies over 3 MeV the

underestimation is smaller again (a factor of 1.8 or less).

Comparing E with literature data on operational quantities
determined for weakly penetrating radiation (4, J,5), it
appears that in the consideted energy range the directional
(H'(0.07)) and personal (Hp(0.07)) dose equivalents
overestimate the radiation risk from ten- to a thousand-fold.
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Effective Dose & Operationat
Quantities

The dose equivalents themselves are in agreement, whether

obtained for the ICRU sphere or a slab of water. As

estimators of radiation risk they are, however, unnecessarily

safe for external electron beams of low energy. t:)

t. tcRP (199t)

1990 Recommendations of the International Commission on

Radiological Ptotection. ICRP Report 60. Pergamon Press.

2. tcRU (1e85)

Determination of dose equivalents from external radiation
sources. ICRU Report 39. Bethesda MD, International
Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements.

3. tcRU (1988)

Determination of dose equivalents from external radiation
sources, Part 2.ICRU Report 41. Bethesda MD,
International Commission on Radiation Units and

Measurements.

4. WG Cross, PY Wong ond N0 Freedmon.

Dose distributions for electrons and beta rays incident
normally on water. Radiat Prot Dosim 35,77-9L, 1991.

5. A Fenari ond M Pelliccioni.

Dose equivalents for mono-energetic electrons incident on

the ICRU sphere. Radiat Prot Dosim 55, 207-2LO,1994.
6, tL Chortier, B Grosswendt, GF Guoldrini, H Hirayoma, CM Ma,

F Podoani, N Petoussi, SM Seltrer and M fenissol,
Reference fluence-to-dose-equivalent conversion coefficients
and angulat dependence factors for 4-element ICRU tissue,

water and PMMA slab phantoms irradiated by broad

electron beams. Radiat Prot Dosim 63,7-14, 1996.
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z. Medical applications
Medical applications of ionising radiation are causing by far the largest radiation burden to the population due to man-made

sources. Among the medical applications, diagnostic radiology is contributing by about 16.5 per cent and nuclear medicine by
about 1.4 per cent to the average annual radiation exposure per caput ofthe Dutch population, which amounts about 2.7 mSv.

The general radiation protection principle of the International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) postulates that all
exposures 'should be kept as low as reasonably achievable'. In the case ofmedical applications, this implies that each procedure
(treatment or diagnosis) is y'ustified and optimised. For diagnostic radiology and nuclear medicine imaging optimisation means

that the tadiation dose to the patients should be kept as low as possible, but still providing irnages compatible with the clinical
tequirements.

The majoriry of the srudies camied out within TNO-CSD on medical applications of ionising radiation concerns diagnostic
radiology. The contributions to tHs chaptet concern methods for assessment of (effective) doses in the patient due to diagnostic
radiology (2.1 to 2.4); zrssessment of lifetime gained as a result of mammographic breast cancer screeni nS Q.)) and a description
of guidelines for quality control of equipment used in diagnostic radiology (2.6).

*;
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The avetage DAPs that are derived from this study are

within the range ofvalues that are repomed by other authors
(table 2). The reference level that is recommended for the
United Kingdom in a protocol of the Institute of Physical
Sciences in Medicine (1) should be considered as a national
investigation level. Evaluation of the Dutch data showed that
it is not realistic to apply the IPSM reference level also to the
Dutch situation since this level seems to be rather high. For

the Dutch siruation a more restrictive value of for example

40 Gy.cm2 could probably be applied. Patient dose incurred
during the biphasic colon examination was surprisingly low
due to carefirl selection ofthe radiological technique. It is

recommended to apply additional filuation of at least 0.1 mm
copper and to use a screen-film combination with a speed

class of at least 400. Dose reduction when using digital
techniques is often not realised in clinical practice. ,)

'D.p*.^.o. of Radiology of the Leiden Univesity Medical Center and the

'D.p*.-.r. of Radiology of the Onze Lieve Vmuwe Gathuis, Amterdm.

Table r. Avetage effective dose (mSv) incurred during colon studies at nine Dutch hospitals.

2.r. Patient dose due to colon examinations: dose assessment

and results from a suryey in The Netherlands
t, Geleijns', t.G, von llnnik2, tJ. Brcerse, M.P. Chondie Showt ,
F.W. Schultz, W, leeuwissel ond l. Zoetelief

This study aimed at deriving effective dose (E) to the patient
due to colon examinations. Special attention was paid to the
telation between patient dose and the application ofscreen-
film radiography and digital imaging. Patient dose incurred
due to a biphasic colon examination was compared to patient
dose from double conmast studies.

The integral dose-area product (DAP) was measured at
10 X-ray units in t hospitals during colon examinations of
l7)3 patierts, aged 18 years or older. Effective dose was

estimated from DAP through computer simulations of
radiation uansport in anthropomorphic phantoms.

DAP to effective dose conversion factots of 0.29 mSv/Gy.cm2

and O.27 mSv/Gy.cm2 were derived for the biphasic and the
double contrast study, tespectively. Average DAP for the
biphasic colon examination was 2l Gy.cm2 from which
13 Gy.cm2 should be attributed to the double contrast views.

The survey yielded an average DAP value of 2) Gy.cm2

(range 18 to 53 Gy.cm2) and an avetage effective dose of
4.7 mSv (range 2.7 to 8.4 mSv, table 1).

All A-convA-dig B C D E
Hospitals

HG

Average dose
Standard dev.
Median
Min. dose
Max. dose
No of patients

4.7 
'.t2.4 2.9

4.t ,.0
0.3 0.,

2r.3 21.3

1733 497

4.9 2.7

3.L r.2
4.0 2.6
0.7 0.3

22.3 6.7

416 t28

3.8 8.4
2.r 3.5

3.2 7.7

1.2 3.1

t2.7 22.9
r3L 80

t.0 3.3
2.7 1.2

4.4 3.4
o.4 1.1

r3.7 7.0
r37 81

4.2 4.9
t.7 2.7

3.8 4.3

L.7 0.8

9.3 t7.4
69 123

6.5

3.9
1.2
2.'

20.6

3T

Table z. Comparison of average DAP, range of DAP values and teference DAP.

Author DAB
(Gy.cm'z)

No of colon
examinations

Dose surveys
Martin and Hunter (2)

This study
Dtouillard, disital (3)

rPSM (1)

Drouillard, analogue (3)

Reference value
IPSM, reference dose

2'
3r
32
4L

,6

50,

8_39

18-r3

6-272
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l. lnstitute of Physical Sciences in Medicine; Notionol Rodiologicol

Protection Board ond College of Rodiographers,

National protocol for patient dose measurements in
diagnostic radiology. Chilton, England, L992.

2, Ct llortin ond S llunten
Reduction of patient doses from batium meal and barium
enema examinations through changes in equipment factors.

BrJ Radiol 67, LL96-l2Ot, 1994.

3.1 Drouillord.

Evaluation of the DSI digital fluorography system. Medica
Mundi 36,3-13,1991.

2.2 Assessment of lifetime gained as a result of mammographic
breast cancer screening using a computer model

l.Th.M.lansen ond l. Zoetelief

A computer model for the simulation of breast cancer

screening (MBS) is used to calculate the results of screening

in terms of lifetime (1). To optimise breast cancer screening

protocols, risk (lifetime lost due to radiation induced
tumours) versus benefit (lifetime gained due to early
detection and treatment of breast cancer) analyses are

performed for a simulated stable Swedish female population.
The present study focuses on the results ofdifferent
screening strategies employing single view mammography,
including starting and finishing ages of screening and time
interval berween successive screening sessions, based on

Iifetime lost or gained. To establish the stability of the
recommendations with respect to possible changes in the
variables used in MBS, calculations are performed for high
risk factors for breast trunour induction using both the
additive and multiplicative risk models.

The results of the simulation of annual screening of women
ofages above 20 years for a stable Swedish population ofone
million women followed throughour theit lives are given in
Table 1. Starting at the youngest ages, the Iifetime lost due to
spontaneously discovered turnours l>er year increases rapidly
with age, reaching a maximum at ages 5O-)4 years followed
by a decrease. Lifetime gained due to early detection alone is

increasing at young ages, reaches a maximum at ages 1O-54
years and decreases afterwards to approach zero at high ages.

The risk of screening, i.e., the lifetime lost due to induced
fatal breast turnours, decreases with age to approximately
zero for women older than 85 years. This zero risk is due to
the latency period and the limited lifetime expectancy at
high ages.

Total lifetime gained by screening is negative at young ages,

becomes positive as age increases and reaches a maximum in the

age group of )0-14 years, followed by a decrease to
approximately zero (Table 1). The maximum effect of annual

screening occurs earlier when the results are expressed in
terms of lifetime gained (rO-54 years) compared with
expression in terms of the number of fatal trunours (60-64

years) (2). This shift is due to the Iifetime lost per fatal
trunour, which is larger at younger ages. At young ages, i.e.,

2)-2) years, for the present screening corlditions, the number

of fatal breast tumours can be increased compared with the

situation without screening. In terms of lifetime gained,

screening can still be beneficial. This is owing to the relatively

short survival time after the detection of a fatal tumour,
compared with the long survival time after the induction of a

fatal tumour as a result ofthe latency and risk periods. This
especially holds true for the multiplicative risk model that
ptedicts that induction o{fatal ru.rnouls is becoming
manifest at older ages, where the natural background breast

rurnour mortality is high. If anmral screening is applied from
ages 3) to 75 years, the lifetime lost due to breast cancer is

calculated to be reduced by 46 per cent compared with the
non-screening situation.

The results for increased risk factors fot induction of fatal
tr.unours, i.e., average values plus one standard deviation,
according to Millet et al. (3), fot both the additive and the

presently preferred multiplicative risk model are given in
Table 2. For both risk models and for ages equal to or above

35 years, the high (excess) risk factor is about six times the
average (excess) risk factor. For ages below 35 years, the ratio
is between a factor of three and six. For the multiplicative
risk model the given ratio refers to excess risk.
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The risk factors presented by Miller et al. are considered

most appropriate as these data refer to women in a western

country, fractionated irradiation and to a radiation qualiry
not too far from the X-rays used in mammography. For ages

above 25 years, the multiplicative risk model predicts less

Iifetime lost for younger women and more lifetime lost for
older women, i.e., in excess of 60 years compared with the
additive risk model The largest difference berween the

additive and multiplicative risk models for ages above

35 years is 86 per cent, found for the age group 31-39 years.

For the age group 31-19 years and employing high risk
factors the lifetime gained by eady detection with screening

is more than 3 times the lifetime lost due to an induced fatal
trunour (additive model). \[hen applying annual screening

to women aged 35-71years, the lifetime gained is only
marginally influenced by the use of high risk factors (44%o)

or average risk factors (46%). Assuming an average glandular
dose of 4 mGy per screening session (two-view m,unmo-
graphy), high risk factors and no improved benefit, the

lifetime gained is 42 per cent. It is concluded that the

influence of a doubling of the dose marginally affects the
results for the age groop 3)-7) years. However, for the age

gtoup 3)-40 years, the situation is different, as according to
the additive tisk model (Table 2), the benefit to risk ratio
would teduce to 1.5 which leaves little margin for error.

The present calculations are performed for a standard

Swedish population. It is possible to identifr subgroups

within this population which will have a lower benefit risk
ratio. An example of such a subgroup is women with larger
compressed breast thicknesses or denser breasts who will
receive a higher average glandular dose and consequently will
have a higher radiation risk at about the same benefit.
Individual average glandular doses ofthree times the avetage

glandular dose are not uncommon, due to variation zunong

individu^ls (4). For this subgtoup, using high risk factors

and the additive risk model approximately no Iifetime will
be gained for ages 35-39 years.

To estimate the influence of various times between

successive screening sessions on the lifetime gained by
screening, calculations with semi-annual, annual, biennial
and triennial screening are performed for ages from 35 to
77 years. The results of these calculations are shown in
Table 3. For the youngest screened age group an increase of
screening with a factor of 3 from triennial to annual more

than doubles (2.4) the lifetime gained. However, for the

oldest screened age group the same increase in screening only
increases the lifetime gained by 17 per cent. For the same

screening frequency increase, the highest relative increase in
lifetime gained is for the age group 35-40 years and the

highest number of years of lifetime gained is for the age

growp 47-)2 years. This indicates that, especially for relative
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young ages, a relatively high screening frequency should be

chosen. For relatively high ages a lower screening frequency

would only result in a marginally lower lifetime gained by
screening compared with a high frequency. Lifetime lost due

to breast cancer is reduced by 52,47,38 and l1 per cent for
semi-annual, annual, biennial and triennial screening,

respectively, for the age group 3)-77 years compared with
the situation without screening. As an example, it is assumed

that a difference of less than 21 per cent in lifetime gained
due to an increased screening frequency is not worthwhile
the following schedule results: ages 31-40 years semi-annual,
ages 4O-)5 years annual, ages 55-65 years biennial, ages

65-75 triennial. This schedule yields a 44 per cert reduction
in lifetime lost due to breast cancer.

Although, in terms of lifetime, a theoretical benefit is

shown for women in the age gtoup 35-40 years, screening of
this age group remains questionable. (1) Uncerrainties in the
risk factors do not exclude the possibility that the benefit to
risk ratio is close to 1. (2) Subgroups might have higher risks
either due to higher avetage glandular doses or to difGrences

in radiation susceptibility of individuals. (3) The cost

effectiveness is smaller by a factor of more than rwo for semi-
annual screening for ages 35-40 yeats compared with annual

screening for ages 4l-46 yeats (4). In terms ofreduction in
the number of fatal trunours a staf,ting age of 4O years seems

more realistic. (5) It will be more difficult to detect in a trial
lifetime gained compared with a reduction in the number of
fatal tumours. Consequently, screening ofthe age group
3)-40 years cannot (yet) be recommended. It should be

demonstrated first that screening in the age group
40-50 years is effective. When this is the case, a trial for ages

35-40 yeats might be considered. The present calculations
indicate that trials on the effectiveness of breast cancer

scteening at younger ages should preferably be performed in
terms of lifetime gained.

I . lThM lonsen and I Zoetelief.

MBS: A model for risk benefit analysis of Breast cancer

Screening. BrJ Radiol 68, l4l-L49, 199t.
2. lfh$ lansen ond I Zoetelief.

Optimisation of mammographic breast cancer screening
using a computer simulation model. Eur J Radiol 24,

r37 -t44, 1997 .

3. AB Miller, GR Howe, Gl Sheman et ol.

Mortality from breast cancer after imadiation during
fluotos-copic examinations in patients being treated for
tuberculosis. N Engl J Med 32I, 1285-1289, 1989.

4, H Aichinger, I Dierker, M Sdbel and S loite-Borfuss.
Image quality and dose in mammography. Electromedica

58,6t-66,1994.
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Table r. Annrral screening of a simulated stable Swedish population. Lifetime (yeats) lost or gained per year, if one million
women are followed throughout their Iives is given.

Ag.

(year)

Lifetime lost due
to spontaneous

tufirours
(year)

Lifetime gained
due to early
detection

(year)

Lifetime lost
due to induced
fatal tumoursl

(Year)

Total lifetime
gained by

,2
screetung

(year)

20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
)0-14
55-59
50-64
65-69
70-74
75-79
80-84
8r-89
90-94
95-99

244
r322
42L7
827L

t2Lg3
t4979
t6248
15806
r,4L58
r1 350
8,161

f140
26?]8

,10.12

,irrl
..ri.rr:,.XE

87

436
t652
3652
5764
8828

ro4r7
9383
7505
,2tt
3096
L49r

546
t)4

15

0

960
301
284
to3
90
75

58
42
'>1

.1t

)::,:
1.

.S
.!i:rfi
::il:l:i:ir

',,,,,,S

-873
135

1369

3549
1674
8753

10398

9342
7478
,tg6
3088
r48g

546
r34
1'
0

t 
Lifetime lost due ro radiation-induced fatal tumours according to the multiplicative risk model

2 
Total lifetime gained (negative values indicate a iifetime lost) due to screning.
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Table z. Annual screening of a simulated stable Swedish population. Lifetime (years) lost ot gained per year, if one million
women are followed throughout their lives. Fot tumour induction the high risk factors (average pltx one standard

deviation) are used.

Ag.
Lifetime gained

due to eady
detection

(year)

Lifetime lost due to
tadiation induced turnours

Mult.l
(year)

Add.'?

(year)

Lifetime
gained by
screeningl

(year)(year)

20-24
25-29
30-34
3r-39
40-44
4r-49
,o-54
5t-t9
60-64
65-69
70-74
75-79
80-84
8t-89
90-94
95-99

87

436
r652
)652
t764
8828

r0457

9383
7501
12rL
3A96
t4gl

146

, L,j::4

.',. . 
1I

,,,,,,,,, ,,0

3799
1 106

to42
629
549
4>>

313
2t3
r64
93
44
t6
4
0

0

0

2900
1523
L2t4
1r67
878
634
435
279
t61
s4
36
L?

3
0

' ,,0i,,0

-37rt
-670
610

3023
52t5
8373

r0103
9130
7340
,118
3052
r476

541
r34
1t
0

I Lif.time lost due to radiation induced fatal rumous, multiplicative risk model.
2 

Lifetime lost due to radiation induced fatal tumourc, additive risk model.
I Total Iifetime gained by screning, induced fatal twours according to the multiplicative risk model.

Table 3. Semi-annual, annual, biennial and triennial screening commencing 35 years of age fot a simulated stable Swedish

population, employing average risk factors and an absorbed dose of 2 mGy per session. Lifetime (years) lost or gained

per year, if one million women are followed throughout their lives.

Screening

interval:

Ag.

(year)

Llz. a

(year)

la 2a
Total lifetime gained due to

screening, using the

multiplicative risk model
(year) (year)

ja
Lifetime lost due

to spontaneous

tluTrours
(y.tt) (year)

o-34

35-40
4t-46
47 -52
t3-58
t9-64
65-70
7r-76
77 -99

86t
8660

r)r98
r5742
161 18

L4)26
rro43
72t'
1444

0

,069
7 300

rr694
r0447
8t62
5t99
2648

0

0

3966
6r97

10281

9722
7691
4980
2554

o

0

2483
4409
8013
8259
6794
4tt4
2372

0

0

t644
3209
6069
7013
5977
4to1
219.1

0:
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2.3 Determination of average glandular dose with modern
mammography units for two large groups of patients

R. Kleint , ll. Aichinger2,l. Diel*erz,l.fh.M. lonsen,
s, loite-Bortuss', il. Sdbelt, n. Schulz-Wendtlonda ond t.Zoetelief

Until recently, for mammography Mo-anode Mo-fiIter X-ray of patient (Fig. 2) (from 71 per cent at 2i mm to 20 per cent

tube assemblies were almost exclusively used. Modern at 80 mm, and from 65 per cent at 20 years to 30 per cent at
mammography units provide the possibiliry to employ a 75 years). For a medium-sized breast, i.e. a compressed breast

variety of anode-filter combinations with the aim of adapting thickness of 5 5 mm, FGL is about 3 5 per cent, indicating
the X-ray spectnrm to compressed breast thickness and that the standard mix (FGL = 50 per cent) might need some

composition. The present contribution provides information modification, particularly because of additional evidence from

on the tadiation exposure of twotarge groups of patients another investigation (2) with similar results on FGL. 0
(one of 1678 and one of 941 women) who were

mammographed with modern X-ray equipment, and on the
dosimetry necessary for the evaluation. llnstitut ftir Medizinische Physik, Universitdt Erlangen-

For dosimetric pruposes spectral information is essential. Niirnberg;
X-ray spectra have been determined for various anode-filter 'Sie-ens AG, Bereich Medizinische Technik, Edangen;
combinations from measurements with a Ge detector. Based rKlinik ft.ir Frauenheilkunde, Universitdt Erlangen-Ni..irnbe,rg;

on these spectra, conversion factors from air kerma free-in-air alnstitut ftir Diagnostische Radiologie, Universitdt Erlangen-
to average glandular dose (g factors) have been calculated for NOrnberg, Germany
different anode-filter combinations, compressed breast

thicknesses ranging from 2 to 9 cm and breast compositions l. H Klein, t Aichinger, I Dierker, lfhW lonsen, S toite-&ortuss,

varying from 0 to 100 per cent glandular tissue. Table I llSibel,RSchulz-WendtlandandlZoetelief,
shows the factor g for a breast composition of 50 per cent Determination of average glandular dose with modern
adipose and 50 per cent glandular tissue for various breast mammography units for rwo large groups of patients.
thicknesses, anode-filter combinations and tube voltages. Phys Med Btol 42, 651-671, 1997.
Data on g factors for 100 per cent adipose and 100 per cent 2. RA Geise and A Polchevsky.

glandular tissue as well as an interpolation formula to derive Composition of mammographic phantom materials.
g factors for intermediate tissue compositions are presented Radiology 198,347-3rO, 1996.
elsewhere (1). Determinations of various quantities,
including entrance surface air kerma (ESAK), tube output,
tube loading (TL), fraction of glandular tissue (FGL) and

compressed breast thickness, were made during actual
mammography. The fraction of glandular tissue for actual

breasts was derived from a comparison of TL (tube-current

exposure-time ptoduct) at a given breast thickness to values

of TL derived from phantoms of varying compositions at the
same thickness (1). Average glandular dose (AGD) was

determined using g factors corrected for tissue composition
as well as g values for standard breast composition, i.e., 50

per cent adipose tissue and 50 per cent glandular tissue by
mass. It is shown that, on avetage, the influence of the actual
breast composition causes variations of the order of about
1 5 per cent.

For group 1 and group 2, the mean values ofaverage
glandular dose (using g factors corrected for tissue

composition) were 1.59 and 2.07 mGy respectively. The
number of exposutes per woman was on averaqe 3.4 and 3.6,
respectively. The mean value of compressed breast thickness

was 55.9 and 50.8 mm, respectively. The mean age of group 1

was 53.5 years (for group 2 the age was not tecorded).

The fraction by mass of glandular tissue (FGL) decteases

with increasing compressed breast thickness (Fig. 1) and age
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Table r. Factor g (mGy mGy-I), for conversion of air kerma free-in-air at the entrance position of the breast into average

glandular dose, for a breast composition of 50 per cent adipose and 50 per cent glandular tissue by mass and various

breast thicknesses, anode-filter combinations and tube voltages. The first FfW is calculated for the spectra behind a

3-mm thick PMMA compression plate. The relative standard deviation is less than I per cent for each conversion factor.

anode filter filter
material thickness material
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2.4 Survey of CT techniques and absorbed dose in various
Dutch hospitals

t,G. von llnnikl , lJ. Broerse, l. Geleijnl, l.fh.M. lansen, l. Zoetelief

and D. Zweerl

Studies carried out in different countries have shown a
relatively high radiation burden to the patient due to
computed tomography (CT) examinations. They revealed

impottant variations in absorbed dose (1).

The putpose of this study was to make an inventory of the

radiation dose of computed tomography in The Netherlands
and to relate the dose to the way the examination was

petformed. Details were obtained from approximately 3000
CT examinations caried out in 20 hospitals (22 CT scanners).

The effective dose was calculated for each examination using
CTDl-to-effective dose conversion factors. For most scanners,

the conversion factors were available from the literature, for
some they had to be derived with a computet model using a

Monte Carlo algorithm. In the hospitals the mean effective

doses from a brain CT range ftom 0.8 - 5 mSv, ftom a Iumbar
spine CT 2-12 mSv, ftom a chest CT 6-18 mSv and from an

abdominal CT 6-24 mSv. Figure 1 gives the disribution of
mean effective doses from abdominal CT scans. In this and

other studies no clear correlation was found between effective

dose and image quality. Therefore, a significant dose

reduction can be obtained when e.g., the eleven hospitals
with mean effective doses of 15 mSv and Iarger would take

me.rsures to lower the dose to 11 mSv or even lower.

The most important indications for the various CT
examinations were as follows: for the brain ischemia and

malignancy, for the lumbar spine disc herniation and for the
chest and aMomen a known malignancy. This explain the
relatively advanced age ofthe patients as shown for patienrs
with aMominal CT's (Fig. 2).In many hospitals I.V. contrast
is less used than recommended in current litetature.

A firll paper on this subject appeared undet the same title
in The BritishJournal of Radiology 70,361-31I,1997. )

' D.pr.a^.r, of Radiology, Onze Lieve Vrouwe Grothuis, Amsterdm;

' D.p-.-.n, of Clinical Onco.logy, I:iden Univemity Medical Center, kiden.

l. PC Shrinpton, DG lones, llC Hillier et ol.

Survey of CT practice in the UK (NRPB R249) NRPB,
Chilton), 1991.

Effective dose
abdominal CT

0-5 6-10 11-1' 16-20 2t-21
mSv

figure r. The frequency distribution of mean effective dose to
patients from abdominal CT scans in 20 hospitals.

Abdominal CT
age distribution

0-10 -20 -10 40 -r0 -60 -70 -80

Age (years)

Figure z. The age distribution of 415 patients who had

abdominal CT in this survey. Open bars: females;
shaded bars: males.
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2.5. Guidelines for quality control of equipment used in
diagnostic radiology in The Netherlands

L.van den Bery

The Council Directive 84l466lBuratom (1) regarding the physical knowledge of the equipment.

radiation protection ofpersons undergoing medical The final document (4) has been accepted by the

examination or rreatment (Patient Directive) has been professional societies in The Netherlands and the Dutch
implemented into Dutch law by an amendment (2), to the Minister of Health as a reference set of tools to perform

Dutch Decree on Radiation Ptotection (3). In an annex to Qualiry Control of equipment used for conventional

this amendment, criteria for five technical parameters for diagnostic radiology.

equipment are included and no measurement methods are The Minister of Health recommends that holders of
indicated or referred to. radiological installations gain experience with these

In addition to the formal implementation of the "Patient guidelines to be able to meet the future requirements (5).

Directive", the Dutch Ministry of Health, Welfare and As mentioned before, the guidelines are restticted to
Sports (VIU(/S) invited professional societies to participate in a conventional X-ray installations. For other types of
working group on "Q""liry criteria for equipment used in radiological equipment, such as computed tomography

diagnostic radiology" with the aim to add technical criteria systems, fluoroscopy and digital imaging systems, additional
and to formulate guidelines for quality control (QC). Each guidelines should be formulated. l)
guideline should include criteria for technical parameters and

accompanying me.rsutement methods.

Four societies participated in the working group. These are l.EuropeanCommission.

The Netherlands Society for Radiology, The Netherlands Council Directive of 3 September 1984 (841466lEuratom)

Society of Radiographers and Radiological Technologists, l^ying down the basic mezrsures for the radiation protection

The Netherlands Society for Radiological Protection and The of persons undergoing medical examination or treatment,

Nethedands Sociery for Clinical Physics. TNO Centre for Official Journal of the European Communities No. L 265,

Radiological Protection and Dosimetry gave scientific and 1984.

secretarial support to the working group. The working group 2. Deoee of Noy 25 1993.

aimed at the establishment of guidelines including limiting Amendment of Decree on Radiation Protection, Gazette of
values and mezrsurement methods for conventional The Nethedatds )17, 1993.

installations. Eleven technical parameters having a major 3. Dectee of l0 September 1986.

impact on image quality and patient dose were selected Enforcement of the articles 28 up to and including 32 ar,d

(Table 1). Radiographers, insrrumental engineers and the application of article 34 of the Atomic Energy Act
medical physicists frorn 20 departments of radiology of (Decree on Radiation protection Atomic Energy Act),
academic and peripheral hospitals tested drafts of the Gazeue of The Netherlands 465, 1986.

guidelines. These tests resulted in suggestions for 4.Richtlijnenvoorkwoliteitsbewakingvanradiodiognostiek'
improvements that were implemented into the guidelines oPpolotuuf,

where appropriate. samengesteld door de werkgroep "Kwaliteitscriteria voor

In September 1997 the guidelines were finalised (4) and tadiodiagnostiekapparatuur",1997
distributed among all diagnostic departments in The 5. Europeon Commission,

Netherlands. Council Directive 97 l4SlEuratom of 30 June 1997 on

Eachguidelineconsistsof thefollowingchapters: 1)Scope healthprotectionofindividualsagainstthedangersof
and field of application,2) Background information on ionising tadiation in relation to medical exposure, and

physical and technical aspects and impact on image qualiry repealing Directive 84l466lEuratom, Official Journal of
and patient dose 3) Test procedures, 4) Test frequencies, 5) the European Communities No. L 180/22, 1997.
Registration of measurements results and calculations, 6)
Evaluation and interpretation, comparison of results with
limiting values, corrective actions, trend analysis, 7) Test

report with a completed registration form.
Chaprer I includes both the principles of the test method

and a step by step description of the procedures. The
principles of the test procedure provide a basis for adaptation
to local circumstances. The step by step test procedure allows
performing quality control measurements with limited
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Table r. Technical par,rmerers influencing the performance of X-ray equipment with the accompanying limiting values and

measurement methods.

Parameter Limiting values Measurement method or equipment

Tube voltage

Automatic exposure control

Film processing

Film screen combination

Light tightness and illumination
of the darktoom

Half value layet and filtration

Light beam alignment

Grid

Focal,spOt size

":,,,
Viewing boxes 

,

:: : ..]:

.e**"ti i i.
, ;of the:x;ffiii it. :::,r::

5 7o accvtacy; 2.5/o precision

Optical density of the film
betweenl.10 OD and 1.50 OD

Maximal deviation fog t 0.05 OD;
speed and contrzrst t 0.15 OD

Maximal deviation of the same

speed class t 0.10 OD; no artefacts

Maximal increment 0.10 OD after
4 minutes exposure of a pte-exposed film

Inherent filtration > 2.5 mm AI.o.

It is recommended to add Cu-filter
for > 100 kV

Edges light and X-ray beam within
l%o focus-film distance

Transmission factot > 64/o;
ratio 6:1, gtid factor <l; no artefacts

In compliance with the specification
of the manufacrurer

> 3000 cd.m-2 and 25 7o homogeneity;

ambient light sources < 25 lux

Readouts < lcm; < 1"; orthogonality
X-ray beam to table < 1"

Electronic kVp-meter

Exposing film at selected tube voltages

and thickness' of the PMMA-phantom

Constancy test using film
exposed with a sensitometer

Exposure of 4 films simultaneously
to a given radiation qualiry e.g.

80 kV and 2) mm Al-filter

Film, pre-exposed with a sensitometer,

kept to vatious dark-room conditions

Measutement of the HVL at 80 kV
and use of look-up diagrams for fiItration

Use of a specific alignmeot phantom

Dose measufements of primary and

scattered radiation in theptescnce

and the absence ofthe grid

Star pattern phantom

according to the IEC-336

cd.m-2-meter for brighmess of the
wrewing bo<; Iux-meter fot ambient light

,,
Measuring tape, goniometet
and crthogonality phantom
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2.6. Calculation of effective dose for irradiation of Graves' ophthalmopathy

tJ. Brcerse, t.lh.ll. tonsen, C, Kleint, M.H. Seegenschmiedt' ,
A, Snijderc-Keilholz2 and t, Zoetelief

Medical applications of ionising radiation carry the risk of
late detetministic and stochastic ef[ects. In general, the dose

distribution in the body will be inhomogeneous and the
exposed organs have different susceptibilities for tumour
induction. The risk ofradiation carcinogenesis can be assessed

by deriving an effective dose for a standard patient on the basis

of the tissue-weighting factors as defined by the ICRP (1) and

Monte Carlo radiation transpoft codes (2). The calculations of
the effective dose for retro-orbital irradiations were initiated
by the teferral of a 22-year old woman with an early stage of
Graves' disease to the Department of Clinical Oncology at

the Leiden University Medical Center (LUMC). As can be

concluded from Figure 1, the atributable life-time risk from
small doses is considerably larger at young age than later in
Iife. It is therefote relevant to investigate the consequences

for the effective dose of a reduction of the meatment field and

the target dose as applied at the Alfried Krupp Hospital in
Essen.

The location of relevant organs in the body can be simulated

by mathematical models such as the GSF-EVA and GSF-

ADAM phantoms. According to the ICRP (1) the effective
dose is defined as E = IwTHT, where wT is the tissue
weighting factor and HT the equivalent dose in the respective

tissues. The probabiliry coefficients for stochastic efftcts and

associated tissue weighting factors are summarised in Table 1.

For the situation at Leiden the effective dose was

calculated for a bilateral retrobulbar irradiation with 1 MV
photons, a field size of 5x5 cm2 and a tatget dose of 20 Gy in
10 fractions of 2 Gy over 2 weeks (3). The doses in various

surrounding tissues were derived from Monte Cado
simulations of the intetaction processes of the primary
photons and the associated secondary particles. The results

for this geometry for a male person are included in Table 2.

Other groups involved in retro-orbital irradiation (4,5)

showed their appreciation for our theoretical approach but
also expressed their concern on specific aspects of our
calculation. Blank et al. (4) argued against our choice ofa
tissue weighting factor of 0.025 for the brain and suggested

to replace it by 0.01. Our dose calculations were based on

the geometry of a male ADAM phantom assuming a

homogeneous dismibution of 8.3 per cent of the total bone

marrow in the skull and an amount of approximately 2 per

cent bone marow in the field. As indicared in ICRP
publication 23 (6), other sources mention a value of 11.1 per
cent for red marow in the head. Blank et al. (4) are correct

to indicate that the distribution of the bone marrow in the

head is not uniform. They estimated the amount in the

orbital region to be 0.5 per cent. The rest being located in

the scalp, base of skull and mandible. The images provided
by Alavi et al. (7), however, do not allow a refined calculation
for unequal distribution of bone marrow in the skull.
Any'way, the use ofblocks to shape the field according the

conical outline of the orbit will reduce the dose in the bone

marrow and in the brain. This is accomplished in Essen for
imadiations with 12 MV photons, a reduced field size

(see Fig. 2) ard a target dose of 16 Gy.

As can be seen ftom TabLe 2 the effective dose at Leiden is

61 mGy and at Essen 34 mGy. The lowet values at Essen

have to be attributed to the higher photon energy, the teduced

field size and smaller target dose (16 Gy vetsus 20 Gy).

The risk factor for fatal cases in the high dose region as

derived from human epidemiology (1) is presently assumed

to be 10 per cent per Sv. Therefore, an effective dose of 64.6
mSv could catry a risk of 0.0065 (or 7 per 1000 persons) for
fatal radiogenic cancers in patients treated for Graves'

ophthalmopathy (GO). The incidence value for radiation
induced cancers could be twice as high. Trott and Kamprad
(5) state that our study deserves thorough critical
consideration due to its uniqueness and carefuI conduct,
although they come to a somewhat different conclusion.

They mention a risk of 0.2 per cent for induction of
meningiomas, O.2 per cent for leukaemia and a Iife time risk
for basalioma ofup to 2 per cent. Since the latter type of
malignancy will not necessarily be fatal, the estimates of
Trott and Kamprad would lead to a mortality risk value of
0.4 per cent.

The implementation of Monte Carlo algorithms and the

use of mathematically defined phantoms allow the
calculation ofeffective doses in radiology. The risk factor for
induction of fatal malignancies after retrobulbar irradiation
carlvary berween 0.1 and 0.7 per cent and the risk for
turnour induction between 0.2 and 7.4 per cent. Since

radiation induced malignancies have latency periods of
decades the risk for the elderly patient might be limited. At
the LUMC, however, we are hesitant to itradiate patients

at young age without setious clinical indications. )

I 
Alfried Krupp llospital, Esseo, Germany

2 
Dept. Clinical Oncology, Leiden Universiry Medical Center, I*ideo, The Netherlmds

l. ICRP Publicotion 60.

1990. Recommendations of the International Commission
on Radiological Protection. Annals of the ICRP, vol. 21, 1-

3, t99t .
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2. lThM lansen.

Monte Carlo calculations in diagnostic radiology: dose

conversion factors and risk benefit analyses. Thesis,

University Leiden, 1998.

3. A Snijders-Keilholz, RtW de Keizer, BM Goslings, EWCM von Dom,

llh$ lonsen ond ll Broerse.

Probable risk of tumour induction after retro-orbital
irradiation for Graves' ophthalmopathy. Radiother Oncol

38,69-71, t996.
4. LECM Blonk, GW Barendsen, MF Prummel, L Stolpers, W Wiersingo

ond L Koonneef.

Probable risk oftumour induction after retto-orbital
irtadiation for Graves' ophthalmopathy. Radiother Oncol
40, r87-r88, 1996.
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5. KR Trott ond F Kamprad.

Side effects and long-term risl.is from radiotherapy of
benign diseases. In press.

6. ICRP Publication 23.

Reference man: Anatomical, Physiological and Metabolic
Charac-teristics, I 975.

7. A Alavi, 5 Heymon,l Ko Ming and D Munz,

Bone marow imaging. In: Diagnostic Nuclear Medicine,

3rd edition, vol. 2, !(illiams and \UTilkins, 1993.

Table r. Nominal probability coefficients for stochastic effects in individual tissues and organs for the whole population and

associated tissue weighting factors according to the ICRP (1).

Tissue or organ Probability of
fatal cancer

(10-2sv-r)

Probabiliry of severe
hereditary disorders

(10-2sv-')

Tissue weighting
factor wT

Normalised
probability

(1o-'zsv-1)

Gonads

Red bone marrow
Colon
Lung

Stomach

Bladder
Bteast

Liver
Oesophagus

Thytoid
, Skin

, ,Eone strrface

R 1na.",: ,Surn,,, : '::::

0.10
0.8,
0.85
1.10

0.30
o.20
0.1 ,
0.30
0.08
o.o2
0.0,
0.50

,.00

1.00

1.00

0.20
o.t2
o.t2
o.72
o.r2
0.0,
0.05
0.05
0.0,
0.0t
0.01

0.01

0.05
1.00

0.7,
0.7 5

0.75
o.7t
o.3L
0.31
0.31
0.31
0.31
0;07
0,o7
o.ir
t,00

Table r. Organ doses and effective doses for radiotherapy ofGraves' disease at Leiden and Essen

Organ
Leiden: 5

Average organ dose

(mGy)

MV,20 Gy
Contribution to
efffective dose

(mSv)

Essen: 12 MV, 16 Gy
Average organ dose Contribution to

effectiwe dose
(mGy) (mSv)

Red marrow
Lung
Oesophagus

Thytoid
Skin
Bone surface

Brain
Rest ofrernainder
Effective dose

t84
3

8

4>

72

29r
t4)7

7

22.O

0.3

0.4
2.3

0.7

2.9

3r.g
o:,1

64'fi

98
1

2

9

38
t62

1

11.8
0.1

0.1

0.5

0.4
1.6

19.3

0.0

33,&
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to
age at time of exposure

1OO yers

Figure r. Attributable life time risk from a single small dose

at various ages at time of exposure assuming a dose,

dose rate effectiveness factor (DDREF) of rwo (1).
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Figure z. Treatment plan for irradiation of Graves'

ophthalmopathy with a field according to the
conical outline of the orbit.

Attributable life-time risk
Vo pet si*en
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3. Environmentalprotection
Radon is a chemically inert, naturally occurring radioactive gas. The radon concentration in Dutch dwellings ranges from 10 to

140 Bq.cm-3 wirh a mean value of about 30 Bq.cm-r. The main risk to humans is the induction of lung cancer. TNO has

reliable measurement techniques for measuring radon concentrations in air as well as in other matrices such as building
materials, soil and drinking water. Also computer models have been developed for estimating radon concentrations inside

houses and for determining the effect of counter mezrsures. A laboratory test dwelling for testing counter measures is available.

In the following contributions radon counter rneasures are evaluated in the laboratory radon test dwelling (3.1.). The influence

of building paf,amerers on radon exhalation is described (3.2) and the magnitude of the effective dose of tadon in The

Netherlands (3.3) and results of epidemiological studies ().4) *e discussed. Preliminary results on health effects of rats exposed

in utero to radon in the radon inhalation facility (3.5) will be discussed in the last contribution.
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both the attached and free fraction by alpha specrrometry.

From these results the equilibrium factor and the free fraction
are calculated.

Much effort is made to simulate a reproducible 'standard'

Iiving room atmosphere. The average results, as determined
over nine different days, were found to be 0.41 t 0.02 for the
equilibrium factor and 0.031 t 0.007 for the free fraction.
The free fraction is much more sensitive to small vatiations in
the aerosol concentration, and therefore shows alarger
uncertainry.

In a number of experiments, it has been investigated
whether the installation of a small mixing fan or a ceiling fan

affects the radon-daughter concentrations and the dismiburion
over the different air fractions. As an additional parameter, the

number of revolutions of the fans per unit of time has been

noted. Table 1 contains a comprehensive summary of the

results.

From the table, it can be concluded that the use ofa
mixing fan can reduce the equilibrium factor by 20 per cent

at maximum. In general, the effect on the free fraction is nor
significantly different from the startiflg-point, without air
treatment device. Model calculations show a maximum dose

reduction ofabout 15 per cent. Studies on other trearment
devices, such as filter units and ion genetators, are in
progress. l)

3.r. Efficacy of air treatment devices in controlling indoor
radon decay products

P, de tong ond W.Yon Diik

Reduction of the dose to the respitatory tract of inhabitants
due to radon progeny, can be achieved by several methods.

Roughly, these methods can be subdivided into four classes:

. Methods that affects the radon source in the dwelling itself,
for example the use of building materials which have a low
exhalation rate;

r Methods aiming at the reduction of the infiItration rate of
radon into houses such as application ofpaints
(building material) or tightening of the ground floor;

o Increase in the ventilation rate of the living rooms;
. Application of air cleaning devices, such as mixing fans and

filtration units.

In this srudy, the efficacy of a numbet of air treatment devices

is investigated. The mechanism of these systems is based on
either the reduction of the aitborne short-Iived radon

daughters or the enhancement of the air motion in a room,
resulting in higher deposition rates. The aim is to lower the
concentrations of the radon progeny and thus decrease the
bronchial dose.

The experiments are performed in a conditioned 25 mr-test
facility, provided with an aerosol generator and equipment to
record continuously the temperature, relative humidity,
ventilation rate, number of particles per m3 and radot-222
concentration. Air samples were collected in batches ftom the
interior and analysed for the radon daughter concentrations of

Table r. Effect on equilibrium factor and free fracrion

Description Equilibrium factor Free fraction

Starting point
Small mixing fan (slow)

Small mixing fan (fast)

Ceiling fan (slow)

Ceiling fan (fast)

0.45 t O.O2 (r=9)
0.38 * 0.01 (n=4)
O.)7 * A.O1(a=2)
o.44 (n=2)
A.|J,, O.02 (n=4)

0.031 t 0.007 (n=9)
0.038 t 0.006 (n=4)
0.035 t 0.009 (n=2)
o.032 t 0.007 (n=2)
O.O)4 r 0.015 (n=4)

3.2. The efficacy of the composition and production process of
concrete on the "'Rn exhalation rate

P, de long and W. van Diik

Radon in houses is the main source of exposure of man to
ionising radiation. Radon concenrrations vary considerably
and depend mainly on the influx from soil and building
materials. Among the building materials, concrete generally

accounts for the highest contribution. The large number of
variables of this material can be altered over fairly wide ranges.

Some of these variables are related to the manner of
production, others to the composition ofthe concrete ptoducts.
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Borh classes ofvariables are known to affect the capillary
pores, the residue of the watet-filled spaces in the fresh paste

These capillary pores form an extensive, interconnected

network of voids, responsible for the petmeability of the

concrete and the exchange of water and gases.

In this study, the radon emanating power was determined as

a firnction of the amount and type of cement, the water-

cement ratio, curing time, type of aggregates and

compressive strength. Since eadier studies showed that the

moisture content of the concrete samples strongly influences

the exhalation rate, the evaporation rate during conditioning
was determined as an additional parnmeter. Some of the

results are presented below.

Figure 1 shows the results of the emanating power as a

function of the loss of water after six months of conditioned
curing. For the concrete slabs prepared with blast furnace

cement, a clear relation is shown between both parameters.

Emanating power (7o)

t0 r5

Loss ofwater (g/kg)

Eigure r: Emanating power as a function of the loss of water

after six months of conditioning at 20"C,10 per cent

RH. Samples concreted with Portland cement (tr),
Portland fly-ash cement (V), and blast fi:rnace

cement (O). Line for blast fi.rnace cement fitted using

method of least squares (r=0.89). Other lines drawn
by eye.

Although there were only fout test samples for Portland and

Portland fly-ash cement, the same conclusion holds true for
these types of cement. The coherence between the two
pararnerers indicates that, with an inctease of the evaporation

rate, more internal emanating pore surface will be available,
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allowing more radon to escape from the interior of rhe walls.

The ef[ect of the cement type is clearly demonstrated. Given
a certain loss ofwater, concretes fabricated with blast furnace

cement show the lowest emanating power. Since this type of
cement has smaller capillary pores in comparison with
concretes based on Portland cement, it is assumed that this

related to the lower ptobability of an emanated radon atom to

be stopped within the pore volume. The intermediate
position of the concretes prepared using Pomland fly-ash can

be explained by the condensing, choking effect offly-ash,
which results in reduced pore sizes.

The water-cement ratio was varied from 0.40 - 0.61 in
three slabs, using a fixed amount of biast furnace cement of
311 kglmj . Raising the water-cement ratio also provides an

increase of the capillary pore volume and consequently of the
liberated zunount ofradon. A linear relation is obtained when

the emanating power is plotted against the water-cement

Emanating power (%)

Figure r: Emanating power as a function of water-cement
ratio (blast futnace cement). Line fitted using
merhod of least squares (r=1.00).

ratio (Fig. 2), which is in agreement with earlier studies.

Another indicator of the capillary pore volume of concrete

samples is the compressive strength. The results showed that
the emanating power decreases linearly with the compressive

strength, confirming that the cohetence within the cement

paste decreases in favour ofthe emanating internal surfaces.

A last series of observarions concerns the type of aggregates

in the concrete samples. Some alternatives for river-gravel
were incorporated into this study, to find out whether

0,6 0,7

\7/C ratio
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comparable exhalation rates could be obtained. The results

showed that replacement of river-gravel by limestone or sea

gravel acrually results in the same exhalation rates.

However, the sample concreted with recycled masonry and

concrete granulates shows an increased rate, ptobably due to
its high porosity. Although this material is an attractive
alternative from an environmental point of view, more research

into its applicability in residential concrete is necessary. i)

Table r. Results of measurements

Sample code
and short
description

Compressive
strength

(MPa)

Loss of
water*
(g/kg)

Exhalation
fate

(Bq.-')

Emanating
power

(%)

226Fr^

content
(Bq/kg)

Amount of cement
I 280 Blast firrnace

2 31, Blast firrnace

3 350 Blast furnace

4 280 Portland

5 3L, Portland
6 3tO Portland

7 280 Portland fly-ash
8 31, Portland fly-ash

9 350 Portland fly-ash

39.) t t.3
44.6 t 0.8
25.1 t 0.8

49.4 t t.r
493 t l.O
44.7 x 0.2

41.2 t 2.O

43.6 + 1.5

41.0 t 1.0

6.9

7.2
t2.2
/.)
7.8

9.0
7.6
8.8

9.4

22 t3
20 *2
37 *4
4)t/
58 t9
48+6
4l +6
46t6
1I t7

20+2
2L t2
20 t2
lO t2
9 *2
ll +2
L2t2
ll t2
12t2

3.9 * O.4

3.7 * O.2

6.) * 0.4
j.) + 0.3

4.5 + 0.3

4.6 t 0.2

4.2 * 0.1

4.7 t 0.2

).4 + O.4

6.9
5.7

56.3

52.1

10

11

Pre-fab concretes
0.40 Portland
0.40 Portland fly ash

-)1
x. 2.0

3.) * 0.3

3.9 x. O.4

42 t7
33 t5

9*2
13 *3

4.>

6.6
8.3

t2
L3

L4

Itrfater-cement ratio
0.40 Blasr frrrnace

0.53 Blast frrrnace

0.61 Blast furnace

46.4 t 4.4
4I.2 a L.1

25.7" a'2.6

2.3 * O.l
1.3 * 0"2

5.5 t 0,.1

1O r 1

18t1
24+3

26 *.2
21 r 1

26t2

T2

r3
1'

Time in plastic
0 days

3 days

28 days

44.6 * O.a

4L-Z r 1,3

42-8',,x 1.4

7.2

6.6
6.8

1.7 *.0.2
1.3 x A..Z

1.2 * 0-2

20+2
18t1
17 +2

2l x.2
2I r2
2l *2

Aggregates
13 Meuse gravel

L6 Limestone
L7 Granulates

18 Sea gravel

4l'., 2::C:: l:':l
ls'z ; b.l
i.9;4 * 1,1
,4X.8,.x 2,4

5.6

t.0
LT,2

/ .aJ

T3 * a.2

3,J. * 0,2

4'8 r, 0,?
3,i2,, t,,0i3

18t1
9tl
22t2
2lt3

2L *2
*g *z
26.,*,2
L7,'.*,2

* Loss of water after six months curing.
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3.3. The effective dose of radon in The Netherlands
H.B. Kol

In publication no. 65 of the International Commission on

Radiological Protection (1) risk factors for workers and

membets of the public are ptovided for exposure to radon.

These factors wete derived from risk factors for radon-exposed

miners. The effective dose in The Netherlands due to radon

exposure with a mean concentration of 2! Bq.m-r on the base

of the ICRP 65 publication is estimated to be 0.5 mSv per

year. This value, first mentioned-rn a publication of the
Nethedands Society for Radiological Protection (2), is Iower
than the value of 1.0 mSv per year mentioned in the final
report on radiation exposures in The Netherlands (3). An
explanation will be provided fot the factor 2 difference in
effective dose and a conclusion will be made which effective
dose will be useful for the situation in The Netherlands.

The excess relative risk on mortality due to lung cancer in
6 cohorts uranium miners and 1 cohort iron miners according
to ICRP 6J is 3.79 per J.h.m-r, and the absolute risk 0.08 per

J.h.--'. This latter value is also applicable to members of the
general public (1). For radiation protection purposes this
value can also be applied for the detriment (this factor
includes mortality risk, non-fatal cancer and hereditary risks)
as defined by the ICRP in publication 60 (4). The detriment
per unit effective dose as defined by the ICRP (4) is 5.6 x 10-'

per mSv for workers and 7 .3 x 10-t per mSv for the general

public.
The detriment per unit exposure to radon progeny is, as

said, 0.08 perJ.h.m-r, that is 8.0x10-t per mJ.h.m-'for
workers, and the same figure for members of the public (1).

In terms of detriment, an exposure to radon progeny of 1

mJ.h.m-3 is equivalent to an effective dose of 1.43 mSv for
workers or 1.10 mSv for members of the public.

The effective dose, due to radon, is mainly determined by
the short-lived daughters emitting alpha particles. At
equilibrium of radon and its progeny L Bq P.r-222 deposits

in lung tissue energy of 55.4x10-10 J. In Dutch dwellings
the mean equilibrium factor is about 0.4. Hence I BqRn-222
deposits energy of 22.16 x1O-to J.

In Dutch dwellings the mean radon concentration is

2) Bg.m-} and outdoors 3 Bq.m-r. A member of the
population spends on average 7000 h per year indoor and

1760 h per year outdoors. Thus, the energy deposited due to
exposure to radon is [29 x 7000 + 3 xl760)x22.L6 x 10-'0

= 0.46 mJ.h.n,-r. Using the value of 1 mJ.h.m-r equivalent to
an effective dose of 1 . 10 mSv for members of the public, the
effective dose will then be 0.5 mSv per year. This is the value

said in the first paragraph.

The value obtained is a logical consequence ofa consistenr

ICRP policy to include not only mortality but also non-fatal
cancer and hereditary effects into the risk factor. The Dutch

authorities however use moftality as endpoint with a risk
factor of 5x10-' per mSv. The effective dose due to radon

exposure will then be 0.7 mSv.

The excess relative risk of 3.79 per J.h.m-r was converted

by the ICRP (1) to a life time risk using a value of 4.2 per

cent for all causes ofdeath due to Iung cancer. Howevet, in
The Nethedands the mortality rate due to lung cancer is

6.4 per cent. The resulting effective dose will then be

1.1 mSv and this value is close to the 1.0 mSv reported by

Blaauboer et aI. (3).

In conclusion: using the detriment concept and the mortality
rate for lung cancer the calculated effective dose is 0.5 mSv
(1,2). Using the motality risk factor and the mortality rate

for lung cancer in The Nethedands the calculated effectiv,e-

dose due to radon exposure is 1.1 mSv (5), a value close to
the 1.0 mSv reported earlier (J).

rU7ith respect to the uncertainties in the risk factors for
protection purposes, it is questionable whether it is

worthwhile to change a risk factor when the change is equal

to or less than a factor of 2. Furthermore, in The Netherlands
the effective doses are used for comparison of the mortality
risks (not detriment) due to exposure to ionising radiations.
rUTe feel that the figure of 1 mSv per year as the effective dose

due to radon exposure -as mentioned in the final repoft on

radiation exposures in The Netherlands (3)- can be

maintained. ,)

l. Protection ogoinst rudon-222 ot home ond ot wotk.

ICRP publication 65. Annals of the ICRP 1993; 23 (2).

2. S van Dullemen, AS Keyeiling Buismon ond C Zuur.

Veel gestelde vragen ovet ioniserende straling. NVS
publicatie 25,1995.

3. R0 Bloouboer, LH Voos ond HP Leenhouts.

Stralingsbelasting in Nededand in 1988. Bilthoven:
RM, 1!!1. Rapporc nr. 249|O3OOI.

4. Recommendations of the lnternotional Commission on

Rodiolog icol Protection,

ICRP publication 60. Annals of the ICRP 199L,2I (lr.
5. HB Kol.

De effectieve dosis van radon in Nederland. NVS-Nieuws
22, r,4-7, 1997 .
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3.4 The epidemiology of the association between domestic
radon concentrations and lung cancer mortality:
an evef ending story?

P.A.l, Bentvelzen, A. von Rolterdom and R.W. Bortstro

The carcinogenicity ofradon daughter products has been

convincingly demonstrated by the dose-dependent elevation
of lung cancer risk of underground miners (1). The risk of
fatal lung cancer due to exposure to tadon in homes is

calculated by Iinear exttapolation ofthe estimated risk of
highly exposed miners. It was concluded that approximately
one tenth ofthe lung cancer deaths in the United States

would be due to exposure to indoor radon (1).

Epidemiological studies on the relationship between radon

concentrations in homes and lung cancer mortality yielded
inconclusive results, however (2).

The combined analysis ofeleven cohorts ofunderground
miners resulted in a statistically significantly elevated risk fot
exposures higher than 50 W'orking Level Months (\X/LM).

The dose-effect relationship was not statistically deviant from
linearity (1). A recent update of the same miner cohorts and a

new analysis showed at lesser exposures in mines to radon
(30-50 WLM) a significantly elevated lung cancer risk. The

data in this low-exposure category are compatible with a

linear dose-effect relationship as obtained for considerably
higher rates ofexposure (3). Ifexposure to radon in homes

would be completely comparable to that in mines continuous
residence in a dwelling with an ayetage radon concentration
of 150 Bq.m-r would give a relative tisk of 1.13. It must be

mentioned hete that in view of the inverse dose-rate effect

found only at high cumulative doses, such an extrapolation
may result in an overestimation of the domestic radon risls (4).

A meta-analysis ofeight published case-control studies on

residential radon concentrations and lung cancer mortality
has been performed by Lubin and Boice (l). This study does

not contain a new analysis ofall the pooled detailed data in
the sepatate investigations but a statistical analysis of the

combined gross results in the eight publications. This meta-
analysis comprises six srudies discussed in our former report
(2): women in NewJersey (USA), women in Shenyang (China),

women in the county of Stockholm (Sweden); men and women

all over Sweden; non-smoking white women in Missouri
(USA); men and women in rU7innipeg (Canada). It also includes

a study on men in rural Southern Finland (6) as well as a

nested case-control srudy on men and women in Finland, who
have lived at least eighteen years in their last homes (7). Both

srudies did not yield a statistically significant excess relative

risk oflung cancer in relation to elevated indoor radon

concentrations. The meta-analysis, however, showed a

significant upward trend berween lung cancer risk and radon

concentrations. At 150 Bq.m-l the relative risk of l.l4 (95%

confidence interval 1.0 - 1.3), was found, which would be

compatible with the linear extrapolation of the miner data.

The eight separate studies differed considerably in various

zrspects, like gender and smoking habits, the period in which
the radon concentration is determined, the sites at which the

measuring devices are located, the technique of determining
the radon concentration, the number ofyears ofpatients or
controls have lived in their last homes. Imprecision in
retrospective radon exposure zrssessment may have significant
consequences for the lung cancer risk estimates, as was

concluded in a Monte Cado technique modelling study of the

large Swedish epidemiological investigation (8). The great
variation in set-up of the eight studies raises the question
whether a meta-analysis would be warranted. Howevet, the

omission of a single study did not affect much the overall
estimates of relative risk (5). It seems that at radon

concentrations higher than 150 Bq.--', there is a

significantly elevated relative risk oflung cancer (5). The
results of the meta-analysis with regard to lower radon
concentrations neither contradict nor support the linear
extrapolation no-threshold hypothesis. They strongly
contradict, however, the negative linear exposure-response

relationship over a range of 0-300 Bq.*-', as found by Cohen
(9) in a large ecological study on average radon concentrations

and lung cancer mortality in 1601 US countries.

Re-analysis ofthe data ofthis ecological study (without
input ofnew data) led Cohen to the conclusion that they
would be best fitted by a linear-quadratic model (10). This
implies a sharp decline in lung cancer mortality with
increasing radon concentrations in the range of 4-75 Bq.rn-',
a levelling off of this decline in the range 75-lt} Bq.m-r, and

an upward curve at concentrations higher than 150 Bq.rn-'.
Cohen furthermore tried to prove that the correction for
smoking habits in his 1995 paper has been done in an

adequate way. He obtained roughly the same relationships
between radon concentrations and lung cancer mortality for
countries with the fewest smokers as for countries with
average number of smokers or with the highest numbers of
smokets.

Neither the eight separate case-control studies, nor the

meta-analysis ofthese studies provide an indication ofa sharp

decline in Iung cancer mortality in the range of 4-75 Bq.^-',
but the numbers of individuals in the low-concentration
range are quite small. A very large case-control study is

needed particularly in areas with low avetage radon

concentrations to answer the question whether there is a

concentration-dependent elevation or a decline of lung cancer

risk in the tange of 4-75 Bq.rn-'. The picture emerges that at

concentrations higher than 150 Bq.m-r, there is a small but
significant elevation of the relative risk of lung cancer. )
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3.5. Health effeGs on rats exposed to radon in utero

ll.B. Kol, H.H. Gudoen,l.W. Nmmen ond R.W.8lor6;tru

The present risk factors for exposure to radon are derived
from epidemiological studies concerning mineworkers
exposed to high radon concentrations as compared to indoor
concentrations (1). No data are available for exposure of
young people to high radon concentrations. In general, for
children and foetuses the tisk factor for turnour induction is

considered to be twice that in adults (2).

Preliminary experiments were performed to answer the

question whether high radon concentrations to unborn
animals may tesult in malignancies at young age and whether
the frequency ofmalignancies at older age is increased as

compated to control animals.

Three pregnant I[(/aglRij rats were exposed ro high radon
concenrations in the Rijswijk radon inhalation facility.

Table r. Exposure ofpregnant rats to radon

Two foetuses of rat 1 were surgically removed after the second

exposure and activity measurements wete performed. The

exposure conditions and estimated doses to the foetus are

Iisted in Table 1.

One new-born animal (#3-1) was sacrificed at the age of
one month to examine its haematological status. No
abnormalities wete observed.

The remaining 18 animals were allowed to live their life
span. Causes of death and life span are shown in Table 2.

The mean survival time and 95 pet cent confidence interval
ofthe 18 rats exposed in utero to radon is 113 t 14 weeks.

The mean survival time of rats exposed to 0.6 Sv islL4 t l)
weeks, that ofrats exposed to 0.1 and 0.3 Sv taken together
is 113 t 23 weeks. There is no significant difference in mean

rat# exposure
time (h)

radon concentration
(MBq/mr)

time after
mating (d)

number of
litter mates

foetal dose
(Sv)

rat I

rat 2
rat 3

9oo
1000

90o
300

0.6
o.3
0.1

5

,
6
6

r3
7g

t)
t4

7

8

4
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survival time between the animals exposed to 0.6 Sv and the

group exposed to 0.3 and 0.1 Sv as determined with the

logrank test. The mean survival time fot control \fAGlRii
rats is about 130 weeks (3). The mean survival time of the

exposed group of 18 rats is significant different from that of
controls 1p = 0.03).

Two out of 7 animals in the 0.6 Sv group developed

malignancies about two years after exposure. In the 0.1 and

0.1 Sv group three out of 11 animals developed malignancies

at ages of 138 week or older. The frequencies are not

significant different, however, there may be a trend for

development of tumours earlier in the highest exposed group.

From this experiment it can be concluded that exposure of
rats in utero results in a shorter life span. No malignancies at

young age were observed, an increased risk of malignancies in
the highest dose group may be present. )

l. lnternotionol Commission on Radiologicol Protection.

Protection against radon-222 at home and at work. ICRP
publication 61. Annais of the ICRP 1993; 23 Q).

2. lnternational Commission on Rodiologicol Protection.

1990 Recommendations of the ICRP, publication 60,

Pergamon Press, Oxford, 199L.

3. Ml von Zwieten.

The rat as animal model in breast cancer research. Thesis,

Univ. Utrecht, 1984.
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Table z. Life span and causes ofdeath ofrats exposed in

utero to radon

rat# life span (week) causes ofdeath

foetal dose is 0.6 Sv

1-l

t-2
r-3
r-4

1-5

r-6
1-7

tL4

108

103

103

128
A4
95

spontaneous, liver and lung
tr.unout

sPontaneous

killed, otitis
killed, moribund, mammary
nrmour
killed, moribund
spontaneous

spontaneous

foetal dose is 0.3 Sv

2-r 96
2-2 82

2-3 103

2-4 20

2-1 138

2-6 t39
2-7 140

spontaneous

spontaneous, blood in brain
spont.rneous

sPontaneous

spontaneous, lung tumour
sPontaneous

killed, moribund, liver
fumouf

2-8 1r0 : spontaneous, brain tumour

3-t
4--)

3-3

3-4

5

138

r26
LT2

killed fot haematolog"y

Spontaneorrs, i,,,,,,,

sp€ntaneou$ :::::::,:::::

spoatanesu$ ":..........'
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' lii,l' Radiation dosimetry research

4. Radiation dosimetry research
The development and improvement of dosimetric methods is a general task of TNO-CSD. Adequate dosimetry is required for
studies in all fields ofradiological protection, i.e., ptotection ofworkers, patients, the general public and the environment.

The first contribution (4.1) refers to calculated energy-response correction factors for TLD dosemeters. In (4.2) recent EIII-EP
dosimetry intercomparisons for whole body iradiation of mice are discussed. In the third contribution the relative neutron
sensitivity of ionisation chambers for boron-neutron capnue therapy is presented and in the last contribution compammental
models for intemal dosimetry are described.
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4.1 Calculated energf response correction factors for Therrno-
Luminescent Dosemeters (TtD) employed in the seventh

EU tEP dosimetry intercomparison
l. Zoetelief ond l.fh.M.lonsen

To derive absorbed dose to muscle tissue from the readout of
a thermoluminescent dosemeter (TLD) it is necessary to know
its response per unit ofabsorbed dose. Free-in-air, this
information can be obtained by exposing TLDs at different
radiation qualities (characterised by HVL) and comparing the

TLD readings with muscle tissue doses measured with a

calibrated ionisation chamber. Inside the mouse phantom,

however, a deviation from the incident spectrum can occur

due to rwo opposing phenomena, i.e., a contribution from
scattered radiation produced inside the phantom and, if
applicable, back and side scatter material wiII cause a decrease

in effective energy; filtration of the incident radiation with
depth in-phantom will result in an increase in effective
energy.

The aim of the present study was to calculate energy

response correction factors for LiF TLDs exposed in various

irradiation geometties to X rays with reference to the

calibration situation, i.e., 60Co gamma irradiation of TLDs in
the centte of a single mouse phantom. To veri$, the radiation

transport calculations, measurements were made with an

ionisation chamber and LiF TLDs for various exposure

geometries at two radiation qualities.
The EULEP mouse phantom (1) is a polymethylmethacrylate

(PMMA) block with a length of 65 mm, a height (beam

direction) of 25 rom and a width of 20 mm. The reference

positions at depths in-phantom of 4, 12.5 and 2l mm are

referred to as positions, 1, 2 and 3, respectively. For the

measurements, the phantoms were machined to fit either

4 TLDs per measurement position or the ionisation chamber

used. The top and bottom positions ofthe TLDs in-phantom
are shifted by approximately 1.! cm out ofthe central beam

axis in the Iongitudinal phantom directions. This was done to

avoid shielding by TLD material for central and bottom
positions.

Fout exposure geometties were studied, i.e., the mouse

phantom flanked on either side by two additional mouse

phantoms and employing a PMMA back scatter plate
(thickness 8 cm, other dimensions 30 cm) referred to as

J + geometry; the same situation without back-scatter plate

referred to as )- geometry a single mouse phantom teferred

to as 1- and free-in-air referred to as 0-.
For the calcu.lations, various X-ray spectra were selected

from the catalogue published by Seelentag et al. (2). In
addition, calculations were made for t37Cs .nd 6oCo gafirma

rays. For the experiments, two X-ray spectra were selected,

i.e., first, tube voltage: 180 kV and filter: 0.59 mm Cu and

1 mm Al and second, tube voltage: 2i0 kV and filter: 2.80
mm Cu and 1 rnrn Al.
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These radiation qualities wete produced by a Philips MiiIIer
model 320 X-ray genetator (Philips, Flamburg, Germany).
The cotresponding spectra used fot the calculations are C102
and CL22 and are characterised by HVI-s of 1.06 ard 2.90
mm Cu, respectively. Ionisation chamber measurements wete

made with a Farmer type chamber (Nuclear Enterprises

Technology Reading, UK, model NE 2r71) connected to a
Keithley (Keithley, Cleveland Ohio, USA, model 617)
electrometer and a high voltage supply operated at 250 Y
employing mass energy absorption coefEcients and overall
chamber correction factors published elsewhere (3).

Calibtation of the ionisation chamber system in terms of air
kerma free-in-air was performed at the Dutch Standards

Laboratory at X rays with HVIs of 0.60, 1.55 and 2.94 mm
Cu as well 

".s 
.t 6oCo gamma rays.

Experiments with TLDs wete made with LiF chips
(Harshaw-Bicron, Solon Ohio, USA, type TLD-100) having
dimensions of 3.2 rnrn x J.2 mm x 0.9 mm. TLDs were pre-
selected from a batch of 200 after exposure to 10 mGy 60Co

gamma fays.

Cameron annealing was used, and the teadout of the TLDs
was made at a home-made hot nitrogen gas reader (4).

The radiation transport calculations were performed with the

Monte Carlo N-particle code (MCNP) version 4.2 (r). For the
calculations, 107 photon histories were simulated and the
energy cut-offfor the photon transport was 1 keV. The
resulting statistical uncertainty at one standard deviation
confidence level was typically 0.7 per cent and 2.3 pet cent at
maximum.

The first HVLs measured for the experimental conditions
wete 1.05 mm Cu and 3.01 mm Cu for the X rays generated

at tube voltages of 180 and 2r0 kV employing the filttations
mentioned before. These findings are in good agreement with
the values of 1.06 mm Cu and 2.94 mm Cu, respectively,

quoted by Seelentag et al. (1979) and calculated values of
1.03 mm Cu and 2.88 mm Cu, tespectively. The calculated
HVLs of the incident X-ray beams are used for further
presentation of results.

The homogeneity of the radiation fields across the area

relevant for the exposure of the mouse phantom measured

with the ionisation chamber showed a maximum deviation of
2.3 pe, cent. This implies that measurements at the top and

bottom positions, i.e., positions I and 3 can yield somewhat

Iower (1 to 2 per cent) values as these are somewhat (1.9 cm)

outside of the central beams axis. A comparison of the results

of ionisation chamber measurements with those from the
calculations for the three irradiation geometries 5 +, 5- and

1- relative to the situation free-in-ait,0-, is shown in Figure 1.
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The maximum difference obtained between mezrsurements and

calculations ,unount to 4.4 per cent (250 kV, 5+ geometry
position 2). Also for the other in-phantom positions irradiated
in the 5 + geometry relatively large (about 3 to 4 per cent)
deviations are found. During the measurements in the 5+

geomerry the backscatter plate was placed on the floor ofthe
irtadiation room, which caused an additional baclscatter of
about 1.4 to 2.4 pr cent. Application of this scatter correction
reduced the maximum difference to less than 2.5 per cent,
except for 180 kV X rays in the 1- geometry position 3

which is somewhat larger (3.5 per cent).

The results of the measurements with LiF TLDs compared

to those obtained from the calculations for various

measurement positions and exposure geometries at 180 kV
and 250 kV X rays are shown in Figure 2. The calculated
values include the correction for additional backscatter from
the floor in the 5+ geometry and scatter from the use offour
chips simultaneously free-in-air. The largest difference
between the doses calculated in LiF in-phantom normalised
to LiF kerma free-in-air compared to the readings from the
LiF chips in-phantom relative to free-in-air arnounts to about
6.1 pet cent (180 kV ,*, position 3). This difference is

teduced by about 2 per cent due to the inhomogeneity ofthe
irradiation field to approximately 4.5 per cent. Based upon
the expected uncertainties for TLD mezrsurements (l per cent
at a confidence level of 1 SD resulting in an uncertainty for
the ratio in-phantom to free-in-air of 4 per cent) and those in
the calculations (less than 1 per cent at a confidence level of
1 SD) the observed differences are not significant except for
i80 kV, 5+, position 3). The largest difference remains well
within 2 standard deviations, which is not unacceptable in
view of the number of measurement conditions (r=24).

The results of the comparisons of the dose calculations with
the ionisation chamber as well as the TLD dose measurements

confirmed the validity of the calculational procedures.

Therefore, it seems appropriate to determine the energy

response correction factors to be applied to the TLD readout
for the various photon spectra, irradiation geometries and

measurement positions on the basis of the Monte Carlo
calculations.

In Figure ], the energy response correction factors for
position 2 to be applied to the TLD teadout when the
calibration is made in terms of muscle tissue dose at 60Co

g,rmma rays, Cx,g,z, are shown as a function of the irradiation
geometry and the HVL of the incident photon beam. For

incident X tays ranging from 1 to 2.9 mm Cu, the ratio of the

energy response correction factor free-in-air to the energy

response correction factor for the 5+ geometry,Cx,o,-zlCx,s+,2,

varies by about 3 to 4 per cent.

The results of the energy response correction factors for the
fuIl scatter conditions (5 +) are significantly smallet than
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those for exposure geometries with less scatter (5- and 1-) by
up to about 3 per cent at maximum. The uncertainties in the

energy response correction factors are estimated to be about
1 per cent at maximum. The present results reduce the

uncertainties in the TLD mensurements significantly as

different correction factors can be applied for different
exPosure geometries. In previous dosimetry intercomparisons

a distinction between fi.rll scatter conditions and geometries

in which fi.rll scatter conditions are not met, was not possible.

The differences found in the present study of 3 per cent at

maximum are considerable in view of the requirement of
1 per cent accuracy in dosimetry for radiobiology.

Condusions
o Validation ofthe calculation procedures has been shown by

experiments with an ionisation chamber and TLDs.
o Energy response correction factors to be applied to LiF TLD

measurements when TLDs calibrated in terms of muscle

tissue dose at 60Co gamma rays, Cx,g,i, are presented on the

basis of Monte Carlo radiation transporr calculations.
o The variation in the energy response correction factor

Cx,g,i, with irradiation geometry is about 4 per cent at

maximum.
r The variation in Cx,g,i,,rmong the 5+, 5- and 1- geometries

is about 3 per cent at maxirnum. ,)

l.l Zoetelietll Broene ond frW Davies.

ETILEP protocol for X-ray dosimetry, EUR 9107
(I-r:xembourg: Commission of the European Communities),
r98t.

2. WW Seelentog, W Ponzer, G Drexler, L Platr ond S Sontnen

A catalogue ofspectra for the calibration ofdosimeters.
GSF Bericht 560 (Miinchen; GSF), 1979.

3. t Zoetelief ond tThM tansen.

Calculated energy response correction factors for LiF
thermoluminescent dosemeters employed in the seventh

EULEP dosimetry intercomparison. Phys Med Biol 42,
149r-1504,1997 .

4, HW lulius, CW Verhoef ond FAI Busscher.

A universal automatic TlD-teadet for large-scale radiation
dosimetry. In: Proc Third Int Cong IRPA (rU7'ashington

DC, USA: IRPA) ,63-t67, 1973.

5.t Briesmeister.

MCNP - A general Monte Carlo Code for Neutron and

Photon Transport, version 3A,LA-7396-M Rev2 (Los

Alamos NM, USA: Los Alamos National Laboratory), 1986.
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05101520
Depth in phantom (mm)

Figrue r: Comparison of results from Monte Carlo tadiation transport calculations with those from ionisation chambet

measr.rements for three depths (4, 12.5 and 21 mm teferred to as positions 1,2 and 3, respectively) inside a mouse

phantom at various iradiation geometries, i.e., the mouse phantom flanked by two mouse phantoms on each side

employing an 8 cm-thick back-scatter plate (5+), the same situation without back-scatter plate (5-) and a single mouse

phantom (1). Given are rhe calculated (A) and measured (V) values for the air kerma at the in-phantom positions relative

to air kerma free-in-air for the radiation qualities generated at rube voltages of 180 kV (measured HVL: Cu 1.05 mm)
atd 250 kV (measured HVL: Cu 3.01 mm).
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Figure z: Comparison of results from Monte Cado calculations with those from LiF TLD measurements. The reference positions
in-phantom and irmdiation geometries are the same as in Figure 1. Shown are, for various in-phantom positions and

irradiation geometries the dose in LiF calculated (A) in-phantom relative to free-in-air and the LiF TLD readout (V)
in-phantom relative to free-in-air.
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Fignre3: Energy response comection factors for position 2,C.x,g,z, calculated as a function ofFfVL ofthe incident beam for LiF
TLDs exposed in various irradiation geomeries, i.e., 5 + (o), 5- (V) and 0-(O).
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4.2. Recent EUTEP dosimetry intercomparisons for whole body
irradiation of mice

t. Zoetelief, t.l. Broerse, F.A.I. Busschel W.P. lliestand, H.W. tulius
ond l.fh.M.lonsen

Incentives for dosimetry intercomparisons are the following:
. Providing the possibility to participants ofchecking the

accuracy and precision of their irradiations and the

homogeneity of their dose distributions.
. Repeated intercomparisons provide information on the

long-term stability of irradiation procedures and stimulate
the participants to improve dosimetry.

. Specid assistance to institutes showing discrepancies in
their dose assessment.

o Intercomparisons are certainly valuable for new participants,

co-operating within the European Late Effects Project

Group (EULEP).

The present contribution summarises both the procedures

and the results obtained during ELILEP dosimetry
intercomparison for whole body irradiation of mice.

AII participants in the seventh intercomparison (Table 1)

received for each irradiation facility rwo polymethyl-
methacrylate (PMMA) mouse test phantoms (20 mm x 25 mm
(radiation direction) x 65 mm) Ioaded with LiF
thermoluminescent dosemeters (TLD). The measurement

positions at depths of 4, 12.5 ard 2l mm af,e teferred to as

top, central and bottom, respectively. A conmol badge filled
with both iradiated and unirradiated TLD was provided to

each participant. The participants were requested to irradiate

the test phantoms in their actu'l arrangements used for
whole body irradiation of mice, such that the absorbed dose

in muscle tissue in the centre of the test phantom was 2 Gy
and the dose distribution was uniform, i.e., a ratio of less

than 1.10 between maximum and minimum doses in the

phantom (1). The control badges, which were to be kept in a

radiation ftee atea, served to investigate the influence of
transport. Detailed instructions were given in a procedure

form. For background information reference was made to the

code of practice given in the EULEP dosimetry protocol (2).

Detailed information on the exposure conditions was

collected through a questionnaire. In some of the eadier
intercompatisons the participants received a single mouse

phantom and the procedure was repeated once or twice.
In the seventh intercomparison, calibration of the TLD was

obtained by exposing a single mouse phantom to a muscle

tissue dose of 2 Gy of 6oCo gamrfla rays. The responses of the

LiF TLD are dependent on the radiation quality. The

determination of the cortection factors for the energy response

ofLiF TLD in various irradiation geometries as a firnction of
the HVL ofthe incident photon beam has been presented

elsewhere (l). The accuracy (overall uncertainty) in the dose

determination from the TLD is estimated to be 3.3 per cent
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at a 66 per cent confidence level.

In the earlier intercomparisons, calibration of TLD was

obtained for exposure to X rays free-in-air at the Dutch
Standards Laboratory. Experimentally determined energy

correction factors (4) were employed to derive the absotbed

dose in-phantom under full scatter conditions.
In all intercomparisons, the readout of the TLD from the

control badges showed no unexpected fading or irradiation.
The information obtained through the questionnaires was

checked for all participants. In some cases where

inconsistencies were found, the responsible scientists were

consulted to resolve these.

In Figure 1, the results for the 1996 ETILEP dosimetry
intercomparison concetning absotbed dose in the central
position of the mouse phantom are shown. Eleven facilities
yielded satisfactory results. For one facility a deviation
between 5 and 10 per cent was found, whereas for two
facilities the discrepancy was in excess of 10 per cent. The
scientists responsible for the facilities, at which dose

discrepancies were observed, were approached to obtain
additional information. After consultation two out of the
three discrepancies were resolved, and the lp per cent
discrepancy was reduced to ! per cent.

In Figure 2, the results for the dose distribution in the
mouse phantom in the 1996 intercomparison are shown. It
can be seen that for six out ofthe 13 facilities the conditions
for a uniform iradiation were not firtfilled. One institute
explicitly stated that uniformity of the dose distribution was

not important in view of their studies and thus not aimed for.

The causes for non-uniform dose disributions were mainly
related to unilateral irradiation.

A comparison of the results of all intercomparisons
concerning the dose in the centre ofthe mouse phantom can

be made from the data in Figure 1. The lowest number
(none) ofdiscrepancies in dose in excess of 10 per cent wils

observed during the third (I976) intercomparison and the
largest number (fout) in the fitst (1971) intercomparison. The

most considerable improvernent was obtained between the
first and second intercomparison. This was due, in part, to
site visits made by members of the EULEP dosimetry
committee to help improve the dosimetry. The iarge dose

discrepancies in the second, fourth and fifth intercomparisons
were also resolved through site visits. The two institutes
where dose discrepancies in excess of 10 per cent were found
in the sixth intercomparison did not respond to an offer by
the EULEP dosimetry Committee to resolve the dosimetric
problems.

Concerning the uniformity of the dose distributions (Fig. 2)
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a gradud improvement is observed duting the consecutive

intercomparisons. Flowever, the results for the seventh

intercomparison are still not satisfactory for a considerable

numbet of iradiation facilities.

Condusions
o The results of the seventh EULEP dosimetry

intercomparison for whole body irradiation of mice are

satisfring with regard to the assessment of the absorbed

dose for 11 out of the 14 irmdiation facilities. For two
facilities showing a dose discrepancy the causes were

identified, for one {actlity the dose discrepanry was

considerably reduced.
o Almost all intercomparisons revealed discrepancies in X-ray

dosimetry beyond 10 per cent. This indicates the need for
repeated intercomparisons.

o \(ith regard to the dose dis*ibution in a mouse phantom,

a gradual improvement is observed since the first
intercompatison. However, in the seventh intercomparison
still 6 out ofthe 13 facilities deliver non-uniform dose

distributions. i)
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l.ICRU (lnternational Commission on Radiotion Unitt ond

Meosurements).

Quantitative Concepts and Dosimetry in Radiobiology,
ICRU report 30 (Bethesda, MD, USA: ICRU), 1979.

2. I Zoetelief, ll Broerse ond RW Doyies.

ELILEP Protocol for X-ray Dosimetry EUR 9507
(Luxembourg: Commission of the European Comrnunities),
L98r.
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Calculated comection factors for energy dependence ofLiF
thermoluminescent dosemeters employed for the seventh

ELILEP dosimetry intercomparison. Phys Med Biol 42,
L49r-L)04, 1997.

4. Kl Puite ond DUM Crebolder.

Energy dependence of thermoluminescent dosemeters for
X-ray dose and dose distribution mensurements in a mouse

phantom. Phys Med Biol 19, 341-347, 1974.
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Recent ELILEP dosimetry intercomparisons for whole body
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Figure r: Results for absorbed dose in muscle tissue in the centre of the mouse phantom for seven EULEP dosimetry
intercomparisons (1971-1996).The deviation of the measured dose from the dose quoted by each participant is shown

by the individual columns (5).
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Figure z: Results for dose distribution in the mouse phantom for seven EULEP dosimetry intercomparisons. The dose distibution
is presented as the difference in dose between top and bottom positions relative to the dose in the central position
(Dtop - Dbottom) / Dcentre) (5).
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where the subscripts c and n refer to the calibration and

mixed field situation, respectively; the subscripts m, g and t
indicate the chamber wall material, chamber gas and ICRU
muscle tissue, respectively; \tr7 represents the average energy

required to form an ion pair in the chamber gas; (L/p)c is the

mean restricted collision mass stopping power for the

4.3 Relative neuton sensitivity of tissue-equivalent ionisation
chambe$ in an epithermal neutron beam for boron neutron
capture therapy

!.Th.M. lonsen, C.PJ. Rooijnokers', B.!. Miinheert and t. Zoetelief

Duting recent years, boron neutron capture therapy received

renewed interest as new promising boron compounds and

epithermal neutron beams have become available. For

establishment of the different dose components in epithermal

neutron bea.ms, various techniques are applied, including the

use of tissue-equivalent (TE) ionisation chambers for the

determination of the intermediate and fast neutron dose. This
paper is directed towards the calculation of the relative

neutron sensitivity of TE ionisation chambers, kr, for the

free-in-ait spectrum at the HB11 epithermal beam faciliry of
the High Flux Reactor in Petten.

According to ICRU Report 45 (1), the relative neu.ron

sensitivity, k1, of a TE ionisation chamber can be expressed

by,
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slowing down electrons produced by the photons used for
calibration; (r-,r)n is the gas-to-wall absorbed dose conversion

factor for an ionisation chambet in a mixed field; (p"^/r) is the
mass energy absorption coefficient; and K is the kerma.

The following simplifications and assumptions are made for
the present calculation of K1. The ratio of the gas-to-wall
absorbed dose conversion factor and the ratio ofmean
restricted collision mass stopping powers,
(r^,r)^l{(p" lp)^l(p"^lp)r}, is 1.00 t 0.02 for neutron enetgies

employed for fast neutron therapy G). This might not be

directly applicable to the present situation. The calculations
of Burger and Makarewicz (2) suggest that cavity size effects

are not maximal for infinite size. At energies below the values

for which they performed calculations, the caviry size will
approach more and more infinite size. Therefore, it is

assumed that the ICRU recommendation for fast neutrons
also holds true for the wide range of neutrons considered in
the present study. The rario {(1t"nlp)rl(p"n/p)-}. can be

calculated using data from ICRU Report 44 (3) and equals

1.000 for uuco y rays and 1.003 for "'Cs y rays. For the

present calculations, this ratio is taken to be equal to unity. A
value of 29.2 eY has been taken for'W'. for the methane-based

TE gas which is based on the value for !76. of 33.97 eV from
Boutillon and Perroche-Roux (4) and the estimate for \7";/ 17,
of 1.166 derived ftom measurements with ionisation chambers

fiIled with TE gas and air (J). Data on kerma factors are

obtained from ICRU Report 44 (3). To arrive at values of \DZn

for various neuuon enetgy bins, the Caswell-Coyne code for
calculation ofenergy deposition and ion yield (6) is used after
replacing the functions and numerical values for 1tr7 of charged
particles by those presented by Thylor et al. (7). The neutron
spectnrm was calculated using Monte Cado simulations for
the free-in-air condition at the HBl1 epithermal neutron
beam faciliry of the High Flux Reactor in Petten (8).

Vn values calculated for neutrons in the energy range 2.6
10-8 to 20 MeV are shown in Figure 1. Also shown in this
figure are data published previously by Makarewicz and

Burger (p). The \7n values show a distinct peak around about
0.3 keV for both sets ofcalculations. The largest difference in
rU7, value between the present calculations and those of
Makarewicz and Burger ,unounts to about 40 per cent and

occurs in the energy bin 0.14 to 0.26 keV. This difference is

most likely due to the different mathematical expressions

used for W' values of charged patticles as a fi.rnction of energy.

It is expected that the largest differences between different
calculations wiII occur at the Iargest r07n values, since at these

neutron energies the charged particles with rhe lowest energies

are produced. Both sets of\7^ values indicate that the linear
extrapolation of 'W^ values below 0.1 MeV made by Rogus et
al. (10) is not justified.

Relative neutron sensitivities of TE ionisation chambers
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calculated as a function ofneutron energy are shown in
Figure 2. The present calculations show that the highest k1
value is l.O4 (at about 18.5 MeV) and the lowest k1 is 0.1p
(at about 3.6 lO-4 MeV). For thermal neurons k1 is
approximately 0.94. These results are quite different from the

values published by Rogus et aI. (10) as shown in Figure 2.

The differences are mainly due to the approximations used for
\(. values below 0.1 MeV by Rogus et al. They either
exrapolated S7. values of Goodman and Coyne (11) linearly
to neutron energies below 0.1 MeV or applied for this
neutron energy tegion !7p data ofLeonard and lohring (12)

that result in infinite r$7 values below about 10-' MeV. More
recent information of Huber et al. (i 3) showed that !tr7'o does

not increase as rapidly as found by Leonard and Bohring.
Spec*al data of the HB 1 1 beam at the HFR in Petten have

been used in combination with \(, and kerma factors for the
neutron energy bins to calculate average IU7 and kt values

with the code developed in-house. Since the thermal neutron
response of the chamber is tteated separately, the thermal part
ofthe spectrum has not been included in the calculations.
The k1 value calculated using the r0(" values of Makarewicz
and Burger (!) for the total spectnrm resulted in a value of
0.87 which is in good agreement with the k.1 values calculated

using the W. values from the present study. The present kT

value is about 10 per cent smaller than the value of 0.95
proposed by Rogus et al. (10) and Raaijmakers et al. (14)

which is important in view of the required accuracy for
dosimetry in radiotherapy. )

I The Netherlands Cancer Institute, Antoni van Leeuwenhoek

Huis, Amsterdam.

t. tcRU.

Clinical Neutron Dosimetry. Part 1: Determination of
absorbed dose in a patient treated by external beams offast
neutrons. Report 45 (ICRU Publications, Bethesda, MD,
usA), 1989.

2, G Burger ond M Makorcwicz.

Average energy to produce an ion pair in gases (\7-values)

and related quantities of relevance in neutron dosimetry.
In: Nuclear and Atomic Data for Radiotherapy and Related

Radiobiology, (IAEA, Vienna), pp. 225-238, l)87.
3. tcRU.

Tissue substitutes in radiation dosimetry and measutement.

Report 44 (ICRU Publications, Bethesda, MD, USA), 1989.

4. M Boutillon and AM Perroche-Roux,

Re-evaluation of the \7 value for electrons in dry air.

Phys Med BioI32,213-219, 1987.
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Figure r: Average energy required per ion pair formed, rtr(.,

in methane-based TE gas as a function ofneutton energy.

Shown are the results from the present calculations (solid

Iine) and data from Makarewicz and Burger (9) Groken line).
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Eigure t: Relative neutron sensitivity of a tissue-equivalent
ionisation chamber filled with methane-based TE gas as a

function ofneutron energy. Shown are results from the
present calculations (solid line) and extrapolations made by
Rogus et al. (10) based on data on til(/n of Goodman and

Coyne (11) (broken line) and on data on rU?'o ofLeonard and

Bohring (12) (dot, line, dot representation).
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4.4 Compartmental models for internal dosimetry
F.W.Schultr and A.von Rotterdam

Metabolic models for the deposition, retention, transport and measured activities in the compartments, a normal distribution
clearance of activity in the body are necessary to evaluate is assumed, with zero mean and some, time-invatiant,
effective dose after injection, ingestion or inhalation of variance. A Gaussian probabiliry density function (likelihood
radionuclides. Usually linear multicompartment models are function) can then be drafted, which should be maximised

used, in which activity in each compartment as a function of with respect to the parameters to yield the optimum match

time is described by a set of linear first ordet differential of the model response to the observations. Staming with an

equations. Given the input of activity, the behaviour of the arbitrary set of parameter values, the computer code maximises

model (model response) is determined by the values of its the likelihood function by iteratively computing steps in
parameters, i.e., the transfer rate constants (amount of activity pararneter space according to the Gauss-Newton method,
transported per unit of time from one compartment to modified to improve convergence (4). In the ptocess the

another). For larger models analytical evaluation of the Cramer-Rao lower boundary of the parameter variances is also

response becomes unpractical. In principle, it can be estimated. From the uncertain-ties in the final (optimal)

calculated numerically. To do this a number of standard parzuneter values, best estimates of uncertainties in the

numerical methods exists. Flowever, new methods are still (cumulated) activities in the compartments, and hence in the

being developed to improve performance and solve absorbed doses, can be detived.
convergence problems. Especially when parameter values The computer code (Fortran 77) was tested, first on simple
differ by large otders of magnitude the standard methods three and four compamment models and later on the more

have difficulties in approximating the true model response complex old and new ICRP biokinetic models fo, '9F.
satisfactorily (1). A second problem is in model development, ingestion. The Iatter are, respectively, a chain model of ten
i.e., in the determination of the correct values of the compartments with nine parameters (2) and a recycling
paf,ameters. In the past the International Commission on model of eighteen compartments with twenty-seven
Radiological Protection (ICRP) has established transfer rate parzrmeters ()). Table I may serve as a preliminary illustration
constants for various radioactive compounds, based on of how the computer code meets its design purposes.

experimental data from literature (2). Because of new data The likelihood function is maximised by starting from a

being gathered continuously, updates of models and parameter set that deviates t 10 per cent from the true set

parameters are required from time to time, e.g., the new and by using simulated observations (taken from model
respiratory tract model (l). Even then, in view of the response for true parnmeter set, to which t 10 per cent

variability in experimental data and, fot instance, inevitable deviation is added). Not all parametets can be estimated well,
extrapolations from laboratory animal to man, uncertainties even if observations are present in all compartments.
in the transfer rate constants remain large. Thetefore, However, in general better estimates are produced when all
sensitivity analysis is proposed, to identifr critical areas in compartments have observations rather than observations

biokinetic model development and to investigate effects of being present in only a few compartments. In the latter case,

variability and uncertainty in the parilneters. \Tithin the confidence intervals, or uncertainties in parameter values, are

framework of alatger EC research project on internal much larger. On a Hewlett Packard HP}OOOITTTCLLO

dosimetry (contract FI4P-CT95-0011) computer code is workstation a typical execution run requires less than
being developed at TNO-CSD that can serve as a generally 10 iteration steps, lasting about 7 min for the old '9F. model
applicable tool for such sensitivity analyses. and about 2 h for the new one.

Two approaches are being followed. In the first one the In many cases no, ot insufficient, observations will be

maximum likelihood (ML) optimisation technique is available fot a meaningfi.rl application of the ML method.
employed to estimate parameter values and their variances. Therefore, in a second approach to sensitivity analysis, the
Results of ML estimation are asymptotically unbiased and variability of the model response is evaluated through direct
efficient, i.e., for large numbers of observations, respectively, variation of the parameter values. The code for this method is

the estimated parameter values tend to the true values and also written in Fortran 77. First, the model response is

their variances tend to a lower limit (the so-called Cramer- calculated for a nominal set of parameter values, e.g., the
Rao lower limit of the variance-covariance matrix of the values recommended by the ICRP. Then, sequentially a

parameters). So, this method requires the availability of minimum and a maximum value is assigned to each

sufficient measured acrivity values in several, but not parzuneter, whereas the other parzuneters keep their nominal
necessarily all, compartments. As a model for measurement value. Such minimum and maximum values may follow from
noise, i.e., deviations between model response and the literature review or may be based on expert judgement. After
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every change the model response is recalculated, using the

same (one-time) input of activity. For a model with L
parameters this requires 2L recalculations. This will yield an

estimate of the maximum influence of every single parameter

on the model response.

Alternatively, the 2L combinations of extreme pafameter

values may be used to recalculate the model response. That
wiII yield an estimate of the maximum variability that the
model response can exhibit. For larger models this alternative
is not practical. rU7ith L=9 (old 59F. model) )12 recalculations

at 0.09 s on the HP9000 require 45 s cpu time to cover all
extreme combinations. However, withL--27 (.r.* '9F. model)

more than 134 million recalculations are necessary which at

O.42 s each would consume over a year and a half of cpu time.
To illustrate sensitivity analysis by the method of direct

variation Figure 1 shows activities in the ten compartments
of the old 59F. 

-odel (Figure 2), cumulated over 360 d after
ingestion of 1 Bq, for nominal (ICRP) values of the transfer

rate consrants. Bars teflect the result ofdirect variation ofthe
paf,arreters by a factor o{ 25, ftom 0.2 to 5.0 times the nominal

O nominal

op3mu
a p3 min

0,0001

100

t0

o nominal

opTmu
a p7 min
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value (except parameter 1: maximum 1.2 times nominal
value) and using all extreme combinations. In most
compaftments the cumulated activiry may change by a few
orders of magnitude. Intake compartment I (stomach) is least

affected and, by comparison, the influence on excretion
compartment ) (faeces) is not large either. Varying only
patzuneter seven has relatively little effect on the cumulated
activity in all compartrnents, except for the excretion in
compartment 10 (Fig.1, bottom panel). The single action of
parnmeter 3 is larger (Fig. 1, top panel). Increase in parameter

3 causes more activity in compartments 6 through 10 and

less activity in compartments 2 through 5. Influence on

compartments 3 through 5 is relatively small. Compartment 1

is hardly affected at all.
At present both methods, ML estimation and direct

variation ofparameters, developed to serve as a tool for the
sensitivity analysis of biokinetic mulricompartment models,

are available in an elementary form. More testing and

refinements are necessary before the computer codes can be

released for general, user-friendly, application. ,-)

Figure r.
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I . A van Rolterdam. 4. FW Schultz.

An algorithm for solving compartmental models describ- Mathematical modeling in support of optimization of
ing the stochastic behaviour of tadioactive compounds in treatment of leukemia. Thesis, Erasmus Universiry
the body. TNO-CSD Progress Report 1991, pp 18-21, Rotterdam, pp 123-161, 1994.

t996. 5. Age-dependent doses to members of the public fron intake of
2.iCRP (1979-1988). rodionuclides: Port 3

Limits for intakes of radionuclides by workers. ICRP Ingestion dose coefficients. ICRP publication 69.

publication 10. Pergamon Press. Pergamon Press, 1995.

3. Humon respirotory troct model for rodiological protection.

ICRP publication 66. Pergamon Press, 1994.

Table r. ML parameter estimation using the new iron-59 model

Case A AII compartments observed

Case B Observations only for plasma, red blood cells, red marrow, urine, faeces

Input 1 Bq in stomach at time 0

Observations True model response (ICRP parameter values) with assumed t 10 per cent uncertainty added at ten time points

between 0 and 360 d

A
Parameter Transfer Value (l/day) 95Vo EC

from to true initial final confidence

1 Plasma red marrow 6 5.4 ,.98 ).34 6.63 1.0028

synthesis

I Plasma liver transfer 1.5 1.65 1.49 1.27 1.72 l.OO37

J Plasma urinary O.O2 0.022 0.O2 0.018 0.022 l.OO29

bladder
Liver small 0.00045 0.00041 0.00018 -0.02, 0.026 ' L.2954

transfer intestine

i::ll" , rr*-*:',' 0'6667 
, 
o'u 0'6632 |* , o'59 

,,lqoIzrntestlne

I5

21

B
Parameter Transfer Value (l/day) 95% EC

from to true initial final confidence

1 Plasma red mamow 6 t.4 ,.99 3.71 8.23 1.0021

I Plasma liver synthesis 1.5 1.65 1.47 -13.92 L6.86 1.0200

transfer

5 Plasma urinary O.O2 0.022 O.O2 0.01 0.03 1.0200

bladder

15 Liver transfer small 0.00045 0.00041 -0.0012 -1.22 l.2l
rntestlne

23',,, Small ptrasr-na 0.6667 0.6 0.6192 -A.24 l.16 1.0114

lntestrne

EC=exp(x) where x=l ln(p true/p estimated)
EC rhe closer ro one, the better the estimated parameter value approximates the true value
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5. Biological consequences of exposure to radiation
Exposure to ionising radiations with relatively high doses results in deterministic effects. Acute deterministic effects are for
instance reddening ofskin and skin burns, late deterministic effects are for instance cataract, loss oforgan function such as in
kidney and lung, and myelopathy. Atl these effects will occut when a threshold dose is exceeded. After low as well as high doses

stochastic effects may occut for which no threshold doses are assumed. Tumour induction is the most studied stochastic effect.

In radiation prorection the aim is to prevent deterministic effects and to limit the frequency ofstochastic effects to a reasonable

extent.
In the following contributions the induction of mammary flunours in rats and the effect of the age at irradiation is described

(5.1). In a rat lung &rmour model the introduction of a moleculat tumour marker for detection of minimal tumour load and the

sensitiviry of low tumour load for high-dose chemotherapy with bone marrow rescue (5.2 and 1.3) are presented. In contribution

5.4the chemosensitivity of rat lun! tumours and in 5.5 the long-term effects of total body irradiation on the heart of rhesus

monkeys are investigated.
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5.r. Induction of mammary tumours in rats by single dose
gamma irradiation at different ages

R,W, Bortstro, P,AJ. Bentvetzen,l. Zoeteliet A,H. Muldert ,
tJ. Broerse ond D,W.von Bekkunf.

Breast cancer is the most frequent malignancy ilmong women
in rU7estern countries. Approximately 40 per cent of women

with breast cancer will die from the disease, but early

detection of mammary tumours reduces mortality considerably.

At present, mammography is the most effective method for
the early detection of malignant mammary lesions. Therefore,

nation-wide breast cancer screening programs have been

started in many $Testern countries. Consequently, the
mammary glands of many women (usually in the age range of
50-70 years) will be regularly exposed to low doses of
radiation, typical ayerage glandular doses being 1-4 mGy per
mammogr,un. Fluman epidemiological studies have clearly
demonstrated a carcinogenic risk for doses higher than
approximately 0.1 Gy. It remains to be established whether
iradiation of the mammary gland due to mammographic
screening carries a risk ofbreast cancer induction. To estimate

this tisk, animal studies in which experimental conditions
can be controlled, may provide valuable information.
Ptevious studies at TNO with rats suggested that age at
exposure could play an important role (1). Rats iradiated
with a dose of 1.2 Gy at 8 weeks of age had an approximate
twofold higher risk of mammary carcinoma than rats itradiated
at 17 weeks ofage. At these ages, rats can be considered as

relatively young, both with respect to life-span (100-150

weeks) and to the end ofthe fertile period (40-60 weeks).

Since women participating in breast cancer screening

programs are usudly beyond the menopause, the sensitivity
of the rat mammary gland to irradiation at middle age

(>60 weeks) may be more relevant to mammography than at
a relatively young age. Therefore, a new study has been

performed on the induction of mammary carcinoma by
garr,r*a irradiation, using ages at exposure from 8 to 64
weeks. Radiation doses of I and 2 Gy have been used to

obtain statistically significant results with a limited number

of animals per group.
Specific-parhogen-free inbred female \UfAG/Rii rats were

irradiated with rl7C, gzunma rays, at a dose rate of 0.75

Gylmin. Single total body doses of I or 2 Gy were

administered at ages 8, 12, L6,22,36 or 64 weeks. Each

irradiated group comprised 40 rats, the control group of
unirradiated animals included 120 rats. The mammary gland

regions of the rats were palpated weekly for the presence of
nodules or other abnormalities, the date of detection of which
was recorded. Mammary Iesions persisting for 6 weeks wete

removed by surgery and the rats remained under observation.

Animals were sacrificed only when moribund. At necropsy all
palpable mammary nodules were excised. Tissues taken at

surgery or at necropsy were histologically examined.

Research and Development
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Only the first detected carcinoma of each rat was taken into
account in the data analysis. For each experimental group, a
\7eibull function was fitted to the tumour data, which was

used to derive the value of excess normalised risk (ENR) with
reference ro the control group (2).

Figure I shows the ENR as a function of age at exposure

for single doses of 1 and 2 Gy. In either case, there is no

statistically significant difference between the groups exposed

at ages 8, 12, 16,22 or 36 weeks (one-sided 12-test of 1 Gy
results: p > 0.09;2 Gy results: p > 0.16), neithet do these

groups suggest any age-specific trend when the two curves of
Figure 1 are compared. It seems, therefore, justified to pool
the age groups 8 rc 36 weeks for both dose levels separately.

In the pooled analysis, the ENR at a dose of 2 Gy is
approximately twice the risk at 1 Gy. For exposures at
64 weeks of age, not only is the ENR significantly reduced as

compared to the risk in the younger age groups, but it is

negative, i.e., these animals have a risk of developing
m,rmmary cancer that is smaller than that in unirradiated
control tats. This effect is observed for both I and 2 Gy, but
it is statistically significant only for a dose of 1 Gy
(p=0.016). As we have observed similar effects in a study in
which the rats wete treated with oestrogens (l), it seems

highly unlikely that the phenomenon is due to chance. This
oestrogen study also rejects explanations, that are based on

changes in the plasma oestrogen level in rats as a result ofthe
total body dose, such as radiation induced anovulation. The
negative ENR may neither be adequately explained by a

reduction with age of the number of clonogenic mammary
cells, or of their susceptibility with respect to malignant
transformation, since even a reduction down to zero would
not yield a cancer risk below the control level. A possible

explanation may be that initiated and premalignant marnmary
cells, that have occurred spontaneously up to the moment of
irradiation, may be sterilised by the radiation, therefore no

Ionger being capable of developing into a tumour. The
present results on the influence of age at exposure on the risk
of mammary cancer in rats show a similar trend as the
available epidemiological data in women (4, 5).

Dose-response curves, i.e., excess normalised risk as a

fi.rnction of dose, are presented in Figure 2 for the combined
age groups (exposed at 8-36 weeks) and for the groups
exposed at 64 weeks ofage. Also included are the results

obtained previously by Broetse et al. (1) for ages at exposure

8-17 weeks, after a reanalysis of their data (2\. A Iinear dose-

response model was fitted to rhe data obtainr.t in age groups

8-36 weeks ofthe present study, and in age groups 8-17
weeks of the previous one, yielding a value of 1.1 Gy-I for the
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ENR per unit of dose (91%-CI:0.8, 1.4). The dose-response

curve for irradiation at 64 weeks ofage has a negative initial
slope, and cannot be described by a straight line (Fig. 2).

In rats, at age of 64 weeks may cotrespond to an age of
approximately 4) years in women (2). Therefore, our results

suggest that irradiation of the miunmary gland with doses

below I Gy at ages currently adopted for regulat

mammographic screening, does not caffy a risk of breast

cancer induction.

Condusions:
Irradiation of rUTAG/Rii rats with a total body dose up to
2 Gy at younger ages will result in an induced excess risk of
mammary cancer that is approximately linear with dose, but
the excess risk vanishes for exposures at middle age. The

latter exposures may even yield a negative excess relative risk,
i.e., a reduction of the risk of mammary cancer below the
conrol level. Although these results have been obtained with
single, relatively high total body doses, they suggest that
dose reduction in mammography is importanr for young

women, but probably not crucial for elderly women. i)

I Pathological Anatomical Laboratory Dordrecht;

' Inrogene B.V., Leiden.
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Figure r. Excess normalised tisk of mammary carcinoma in \VAGlRij rats, after single dose gamma irradiation with
(panel A) or 2 Gy (panel B) at different ages. Error bars represent the 91 per cent confidence intervals.
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Figure z. Dose-response curves for induction of mammary carcinoma in
\7AG/Rii rats, after single dose gamma irradiation at ages

8-36 or 64 weeks. Also shown is the tesult of a reanalysis of the
data obtained previously for ages at exposure 8-17 weeks (1).

Error bars represent the 9J per cent confidence intervals.
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lysates of lungs with tumour deposits revealed a Lnear

increase of enzyme activity with increasing tumour weight.
Expressed in enzyme activity per gram rurnour, 0.5 gram

tumour cells could be detected in lung lysates, that is about

5.108 cells. The in vitro experiments demonstrated that the

lower detection limits are about 2.104 cells for the

specrrophotomeffical assay (ONPG) and about 200 cells for
the fluorometrical assay (MUG). Thus, less nunour cells were

detected in the in vivo experiments than expected from the in
vitro data.

The discrepancy between the in vitro and in vivo -
experiments is probably related to down-regulation of the

lacZ gete in the absence of the drug G418 or loss of enzyme

activity in the lysates. It might also be a phenomenon of
dying cells that down-regulate all non-vital genes.

Suggestions for improvement are made varying from better
designed gene constructs to a better selection for high-titre
producing cell lines and the use ofmutant green fluorescent
protein (GFP) genes for transfection experiments in tumour
models (1). )

t Alge..reen Ziekenhuis Middelheim, B-202O Anrwerp.

l, PIN Meijnders.

The application of rat lung tumour models in experimental

therapy of bronchial cancer. Thesis, University of Leiden,
1998.

5.2. Introduction of a moleculartumour marker in rat lung
tumour cells for detection of minimal tumour load

P,t.N, tteijndent ond H.B. Kol

An important parameter for the efficacy of an experimental

cancer therapy is the maximum tumour load reduction that
can be achieved. Fot solid tumours, a sensitive and reliable

measurement of rumour Ioad in case of minimal residual
disease or metr$tnses is currently not available.

For detection of low tumour load the lacZ gene was

introduced in rat lung tumour cells as a marker gene. Its
product, B-galactosidase, can be dbtected histochemically by

staining tissues or cultured cells with X-Gal (5-chloro-4-

bromo-3-indolyl-B-D-galactosidase). A technique was

developed to determine the tumout load quantitatively (1).

L3-7 and L44 rat lung tumour cells were infected in vitro
with the retroviral shuttle vector BAG, containing the lacZ
gene. After subcutaneous inoculation of the transduced cells,

turnours developed with preservation of their characteristics

compared to the parental line.
The B-galactosidase activity in cell lysates could be

measured spectrophotomemically using ONPG (o-nitro-
phenyl-B-D-galactosidase) as a subsrate, or fluorometrically
using MUG (4-methylumbelliferyl B-D-galactopyranoside) as

a substrate. Spectrophotometrical as well as fluorometrical
mezrsurements of cell suspensions revealed a linear increase of
B-galactosidase activity with increasing cell numbers. Mixing
cell lysates ofcultured cells with homogenated total lung
lysates demonstrated the possibility of detecting
B-galactosidase activity in lung lysates.

After iv injection of transduced L44 twmout cells lung
nodules developed. Measuring B-galactosidase activity in

5.3. Sensitivity of low tumour load in rats for high dose

chemotherapy with bone marrow rescue

P,l.N. Meijnders' and H.B. Kol

Ifloco-regional contol can be achieved in lung cancer

patients, at least halfofthem will die eventually due to
distant metastasis. It seems therefore sensible to tteat them
with adjuvant chemotherapy. Unfortunately, efFective

chemotherapeutic regimens for non-small cell lung cancer do
not yet exist. In most cases haematological toxicity is dose

limiting. The limits posed by haematological toxicity can be

increased by bone marrow transplantation. The effectivity of
supralethal chemotherapy and bone marlow support for the

treatment of non-small cell lung cancer is explored in the rat
Iung tumour model (1-3).

The LD50 values for nfAG/Rij rats could be increased

with bone marrow suppoft for ifosfamide in combination
with mesna, TCNU, etoposide and vinblastine but not for
carboplatin (Table 1).

Dose-response relationships as well turnour volume
dependency were established for single drugs with and

without bone marrow rescue, an example is shown for L37
turnours treated with ifosfamide at a tLunour volume of 200

--'1T"ble 2;.
In order to evaluate the effects of treatment on minimal

residual disease 6 to 8 tumour fragments were implanted
subcutaneously in the flanks and treated early on day 7 aftet
implantation. These tumours served as model for small
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metastases. In this way the sensitivity was established for ' Algemeen Ziekenhuis Middelheim, B-2020 Antwerp.
small L37 rat lung tumours. The implant of 6 to 8 turnours
per animal was feasible, and tumour growth delay data could l. PIN Meijnden.
be obtained per individual tumour. Treatment of small (<10 The application of rat lung tumour models in experimental
mm31L37 tumours resulted in a higher turnour growth delay therapy of bronchial cancer. Thesis, Universiry of Leiden,
(TGD) for TCNU than for larger tumours (500 mmr) (Table 1998.

3). Dose-response relationships were also shown for eroposide 2.HBKal,AHvonBerkel,CZurcher,f SninkandDWvonBekkum.
and ifosfamide/ mesna, but not for vinblastine. In case of A rat lung cancer model based on intrapu.lmonary
ifosfamide, the number of cures increased with augmented implantation of tumour material. Radiotherapy &
dose. Oncology 6,231-238, 1988.

In this rat lung tumour model ifosfamide, etoposide, 3. HB Kol.

vinblastine and TCNU were appropriate for high-dose In vivo models for testing of cytostatic agents in non-small
chemotherapy with bone marrow support. A dose-response cell iung cancer. Chapter 8 in: Lung Cancer, HFI Hansen

relationship was demonstrated for ifosfamide, TCNU and (ed.), 1994.
etoposide. ,)

Table r. LD50 values for IUTAG/Rij rats with or without bone

marrow transplantation (BMT)

Drug LD50 LD50 DMF*
without BMT with BMT

(rns/kg) (mglkg)

IFO/mesna 628 1000 L6
TCNU 64 >75 >1.2

Etoposide 42 60 t.4
Vinblastine 4.3 6.0 , I.4
Carboplatin 99 99 1.0

* DMF: dose-modifying factor = LD10 with BMT/LDt0
without BMT

Table z. Dose-response relationship of L37 tumours for ifosfamide and mesna determined at a tumour volume of 200 mmr

Dose (mglks) survival' TGD (d) SGD SGD*

300
400

t00
600

with BMT
400
600
800

1000

2t2
2t2
212

4t4

4t4
4t4
4t4
214

26.5

3t.7
26.9
110

30.8
37.5
40.)

7.0
8.3

7.r
8.7

8,1

8.8
10.6

13.t

18. I
t4.,
26.3

2

1

2

* SGD assuming a TGD of 100 d for 1 cure
t Nu-ber of surviving animals/total number of animals per group
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Table 3. Dose-response relationship of the L37 turnour for TCNU treatment: turnour growth delay (TGD) and specific growth

delay (SGD)

n2n1 treatment
at day

Td(d) TGD (d) and (SGD)
25 mglkg 30 mg/kg2O rnglkg

1

1

8

)
t
1

19.)**
7***

.7**{<:

8.2

8.2
6.3

to.4 (t.3)
16.3 Q.o).
2t0,4 {1.2.1

2r.2 (2.6)

2O.2 (2.1)

24.9 @.o)

22.O (2.7)

54.1(6.6)x
45.1 (7.2)*

* I cure
** rumour volume is 500 mm3
,'*{< rumour volume is< 10 mmr
nl: number of tumours per animal

t2: number of animals per group.

5.4. Thermosensitivity of experimental rat lung tumours
PJ.N. Meijnders' ond H.8. Kol

Local control is an important requirement for improvement

of the survival of iung cancer patients. Hyperthermia is a

well-established treatment modality in tumour thetapy. A
cytotoxic effect at temperatures above 42"C has been

established. Hyperthermia has shown to enhance local control
probabiliry in locally advanced mzunmary carcinomas and

cervical carcinomas. The rat lung tumour model was used to
explore the responsiveness of lung trunours to hyperthermia

in an experimental set-up (1-3).

A capacitive RF external heating system was used working
at 27 MHz, delivering energy deposition with an applicatot

consisting of2 condensator plates surrounded by a temperature

regulated I /o saline bolus (Fig. 1). Subcutaneously implanted

L33,L4L andl44 rat lung flunours were carefuIly positioned

between the applicator plates. Temperatures were measured

with an optic ASEA fibet thermometer inserted in a set of
catheters placed inside the tumour (Fig. 1). The temperatures

in the central catheter were kept constant using a feedback-

regulatory unit. Temperatures achieved were between 43 and

,0"C. At the higher temperarures the skin was temporarily
removed during treatment to prevent excessive skin damage.

Treatment endpoint was turnour gtowth delay or cure. In
some experiments the effects of hyperthermia combined with
chemotherapy (melphalan and ifosfamide) was studied.

Tumour growth delay with hyperthermia alone was seen

when a high tumour temperature was obtained. Even tumour
cures were seen in the highest dose groups (Table 1). Skin

damage in these groups was however considerable. Removing

the skin during treatment was sometimes successful.

Pulsed-dose hyperthermia (or cyclic heating, e.g. 10 s

power on, 5 s power of$ did not decrease the amount of skin

damage, but appeared to be a valuable tool to deliver heat to

a tr.unour in a very homogeneous way. Ifosfamide and

melphalan enhanced the effects of hyperthermia by at least a

factor of 2 (Table 2).

The results demonstrate that high heat doses applied for a

shom treatment time can be curative in vivo and can be

administered with acceptable toxicity to normal tissues. \(ith
the capacitive 27 MHz system, tumour temtrxratures of 50"C
were achieved in a controlled way. ')

' Algemeen Ziekenhuis Middelheim, B-202O Anrwerp.

l. PIN Meijnders.

The application of tat h:ng tumour models in experimental

therapy ofbronchial cancer. Thesis, University ofLeiden, 1998.

2. HB Kal, AH van Ber*el, C Zurcher, I Smink ond DW von Bekkun.

A rat lung cancer model based on intrapulmonary

implantation of tumour material. Radiotherapy and

Oncology 6, 231-238, 1988.
i. HB Kol.

In uiao models for testing of cytostatic agents in non-small

cell Iung cancer. Chapter 8 in: Lung Cancer, HH Hansen

(ed.), 1994
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Table r. Thermosensitiviry f L44 u.unours growing
subcutaneously: tumour growth delay and specific

growth delay as a function of treatment time and

remperature, saline bolus temperature is l!'6.

Research and Development
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Table z. Combined effects of chemothempy and hyperthermia
on rat lung turnours growing subcutaneously

treatment time (min)
temp. ("C)

EHD TGD (d) SGD tumour d*g dose
(mglkg)

time TGD SGD
(min) (d)

temp
("c)

43

4>

48

,0
t0
ts

I
2

3

11

1g
1*i

45

4>

4>

4)

t
,

1,5

r5

60

30

5

,
9*

20*

r.3
3.0

3.O

2.8
L5.g
26

o.4
1.0

1.0

0.6
t.r'F*
9.., ,' :

L44 ifosfamide zto

ifosfamide 25O

L33 melphalan 5

,, .,, melphalant ',5

19 4.8
2 0.6

34 8.'
00
1.5 ,,.o,.2

15.6 ,',.e;2

* saline bolues temperature is 49"C.
,<x< 2 cures are not included in this figure
*** cyclic hyperthermia, bolus temperature 47oC

EHD: equivalent heat dose= equivalent to hyperthermic
trearmenr of 43"C for 60 min

TGD: tumour growth delay

SGD: specific growth delay= sqnoqr growth delay/tumour
doubling time

TGD: tr.unour growth delay

SGD: specific growth delay= gtun6*r growth
delay/tumour doubling time

Figurer. Hyperthermic treatment with the capacitive RF applicatot. Application of the hyperthermic device around the flank
tumour; (B) coronal view ofthe capacitive plates and the saline bolus around the tumour (1: core catheter, 2 and 3:

peripheral catheters).

applicator plates
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5.5. Long-term deterministic effects of high-dose total-body
irradiation on the heart of rhesus monkeys; are changes in
circulating atrial natriuretic peptide relevant ?

!. wondergemt, C.C.M. Personl, n. rrdhlicff , c. zurdrei ond tJ, Braerse

In this project, the relation between echocardiographic para-

meters and plasma-ANP (atrial natriuretic peptide) values was

studied in rhesus monkeys previously treated with total body

irradiation (TBI) without additional chemotherapy, at post

irradiation intervals up to 30 years, at the former TNO
Primate Cenue at Rijswijk. The present data show that
screening of ANP plasma concentrations is important since

circulating Ievels of ANP comelate with the degree of cardiac

damage, even when cardiac disease is still subclinical.
Echocardiographic parameters also used in this study did not

reveal differences in cardiac function berween the experimental
grouPs.

Bone mamow transplantation (BMT) has become the major
salvage treatment approach for patients with relapsed

haematological malignancies. Increasing numbers of patients

have been successfully treated using high-dose therapy (high-

dose chemotherapy combined with total body irradiation) and

BMT. ri(ith the increasing number of sr.:rviving BMT
recipients, more emphasis is being placed on the Iong term

adverse effects of the "conditioning" treatment. At present,

several long-term sequelae have been reported after high-dose
therapy including intensive chemotherapy combined with
TBI. Long-tetm effects (both stochastic and deterministic) of
TBI ofrhesus monkeys have been studied by Broerse and

colleagues. Recent data on the effect ofTBI on different
organ systems ofthe rhesus monkey have been presented

during the EULEP TBI symposium in Oxford in 1997.
Radiation experiments with primates are of great importance

since the radiation response of monkeys closely matches that
of man. Cardiac toxicity is an important clinical complication
of some chemotherapeutic drugs, such as anthracylines and

cyclophosphamide, and of mediastinal irradiation. Since both
modalities are used as conditioning treatment for BMI long-
term survivors may have a potential risk for cardiac

complications. To date only limited infotmation on the effect

of BMT on cardiac firnction is available yet. Moreover, no

data are available on the presumed cardiotoxic effect of TBI
as a single factor. Based on clinical and experimental data the

use of plasma ANP as a marker for cardiac damage is

suggested. Arial natriuretic peptide (ANP) is a peptide

hormone produced ptedominantly in the right atrium of the

heart. The physiological role of ANP is to activate the

homeostatic mechanism that restotes normal blood volume
(and pressure) and electrolyte levels. It has potent diuretic
and vasorelaxant ptoperties and an inhibitory effect on renin

and aldosteron secretion. The biological half life of ANP in
plasma is 30 - 9O s. Elevated plasma-ANP levels have been

found in heart failure both in patients and in animals.
In order to determine the presence of cardiac damage

associated with TBI, both circulating levels of ANP and

echocardiographic parameters (to determine cardiac function
and cardiac dimensions) were studied. Cardiac function was

studied in different cohort ofmonkeys, their age ranging from

6 to 24 years. A total of 45 (22 irradiated and 2l controls)

animals were evaluated t - 20 years after treatment. Blood

was collected in pre-chilled EDTA tubes from the femoral

vein in order to screen the animals for changes in plasma-

ANP levels. Plasma was prepared immediately by
centrifugation for 10 min at 1800 g and 4"C, frozen under

liquid nitrogen and stored at -70"C until analysis. The ANP
was extracted from plasma samples using Sep-PaklB

cartridges. ANP levels were measured by radioimmuno-assay
(Peninsula Laboratories Inc., Belmont, Ca, USA). Blood

pressure was measured by the cuff method. Echocardiograms

were recorded by using standard echocardiographic

techniques and positions (combined 2-dimensional and M-
mode echocardiography, and doppler), with a Hewlett Packard

Sonus 1000 ultrasound system.

Before cardiac evaluation all animals underwent a general

physical examination. No clinical signs of cardiac disease

were present upon cardiac examination. Irradiation and gender

had a large influence on body weight of thesus monkeys.

Animals which received TBI had highly significantly lower

bodyweights compared to that of non-treated animals. Males

wete heavier than females both in the irradiated and non-

imadiated group. In contrast to body weight, final height
(size) of the animals was hardly influenced by iradiation to a

lesser extent. Males were significantly longer than females.

Calculated Body Surface Area (BSA) was strongly dependent

on reatment and gender. In spite of the fact that this monkey

population was very heterogeneous, plasma-ANP levels of
animals which received TBI were significantly (p=0.015)

elevated when compared to age-matched controls (64.2t9.4
pglml vs. 39.9t5.7 pglml). \7hen plasma-ANP values were

plotted as firnction of time post treatment a posirive

relationship became evident (Fig. 1); ANP-values increased

with increasing time interval between irradiation and

evaluation. Autopsy reports demonstrate light but consistent

cardiovascular damage in several animals treated with TBI
(increased incidence of mild epicardial and perivascular

fibrosis). No clear differences in "classical" cardiac parameters

such as blood pressure and heart rate were observed between

the different groups. Table 1 shows echocardiographic

mensurement of cardtac dimensions of animals, which
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received TBI and age-matched controls. Since cardiac

dimensions measured by echocardiography are strongly
influenced by BSA, all data were corrected for differences in
BSA. After TBI, L. ventriculat dimensions (both diastolic and

systolic dimensions) were significantly smaller when
compared with untreated controls. No effect of irradiation on

L. atrial dimensions, aortic dimensions, posterior wall
thickness and interventricular septum thickness was observed

As parameters of L. ventricular systolic function both
Fractional Shortening (FS) of the left ventricle was measured.

FS was calculated as the difference between end-diastolic and

end-systolic LV dimensions expressed as a percentage ofthe
end-diastolic dimension. No change in FS as a result of TBI
could be observed.

Research and Development

Biological consequences

Conclusions:
The concentration of plasma-ANP proved to be important
since the present data show that circulating levels of ANP
correlate with the degree of cardiac dysfunction, even when
cardiac diseases is still subclinical. In the clinic, serial

determinations of plasma ANP in individual patients might
provide important information about the cardiac status after
TBI.

t Dep.rt-.nt of Clinical Oncology and

' D.part-.nt of Clinical Chemistry, Leiden Universiry
Medical Center, Leiden, The Netherlands.

Table r. Effect of total body itradiation on cardiac dimensions* (cm) using echocardiography (M mode; long axis)

Age-matched controls
(n=23)

imadiated animals
(n=22)

Intercentricular septum
Posterior wall
Left venticle (d)

Left centricle (s)

Left atrium
Aorta

0.56 t 0.03
0.56 t0.02
3.21 r 0.08
1.90 * 0.07
2.08 * 0.07
i,i75,*,0;05

0.55 t 0.03
0.18 t 0.02
2.86 t O.06

1.75 r O.Oj

2.06 r 0.09
1.68 t 0.05

(NS)
(NS)
(p=0.002)
(p=0.069)
(NS)
(NS)

* cardiac dimensions (CD) are corected fot differences in body surface area (BSA) according to: CD(corr) = CD x (BSA)-1i3

Plasma ANP vs Time post treatment

T
II

r21

011011202510
Time post treatment (years)

Figurer. Relation berween plasma ANP concentration and the time post treatment (years). Irradiated hearts: closed squares;

age-matched control hearts: open squares. N=45 animals (22 rtradiated ard 23 controls).
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Services

TNO-CSD offers a variery of services among which:

. Thermoluminescence dosimetry for individual monitoring and othet dosimetry services of special applications.

. A number of analytical services for both environmental and worker conditions. Standard protocols are available for a number
of radioactivity analyses. Most of these protocols are tested in international comparisons.

o Quality Assutance (QA) developed for equipment in diagnostic radiology depattments. These QA services are intended for
those hospitals that do not have the necessary expertise and technical facilities available.

e Assistance to investigate the working environment in order to veri$, that exposure of the radiation worker is kept as low as

reasonably achievable.
r A wide range of radiation sources and measuring equipment forcalibration and type testing of insttuments.
o Computer (Monte Carlo) simulations of radiodiagnostic procedures that can be performed to obtain quantitative information

on dosimetric quantities in case making mezrsurements is impossible or impractical, i.e., calculation of effective doses, depth-

dose cuwes, influence of filters applied.
o Measurements of vatious patient-related dosimetric quantities, as well as for the assessment of image quality by performing

measurements on images of contrast-detail phantoms. This is to ascertain that the radiation exposure to the patient should be

kepr as Iow as possible, but still compatible with the image quality required for an adequate diagnosis.

More information about these services are provided in the following contributions.
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r. Thermoluminescencedosimetry
t,W,E.wn Dijk

Individualmonitoring
The individual Monitoring Service of TNO-CSD is an

Approved Dosimetry Service, licensed by the Ministty of
Social Afi[airs and Employment. The thermoluminescence
dosemeters (TLDs) are issued on a bi-weekly and four-weekly
basis. Two types of dosemeters are used, one rype is designed

to measure both photons (X and garnma rays) and beta's, the
other to detect photons only. The (-iiantities measured are

body dose, Hp(10), and skin dose, Ho(0.07). The dosimetry
system complies with the 'Technical Recommendations for
Monitoring Individual s Occupationally Exposed to External
Radiationr (EURATOM document EUR 14812) with respect

to energy and angular response and with respect to precision
and accutacy (detection Iimit 0.01 mSv). The dosimetry the
dose record keeping system and the administrative procedures

are all included in an extensive Q".lity Assurance program.
TNO monitors approximately 27,OOO radiation workers,

[Xli services

which is 85 per cent ofthe national need. The service offered

includes return mail, periodical dose reports (English optional),

an annual dose report and same day teports for doses higher
than I mSv.

SpecialTtDosimery
The TNO thermoluminescence dosimetry system is a flexible
system that allows to offer various TLD based services. Single

detectors can be encapsulated in plastic after which they can

be swallowed by patients to be treated with ionising radiation.

On the other end, detectors with a more robust casing are

used in oil production platforms for cost effective

mensurements of radioactive scaling in the piping. The high
reproducibility and low detection limits allow the TNO-
TLDs to be used for environmental dosimetry and

experimental studies. ,)

2. Radioaaivity analyses

P. de tong ond W. von Dijk

TNO Centre for Radiological Protection and Dosimetry
provides a number of analytical services, for both
environmental and worker oriented tesearch. The many years

ofexperience, together with an adequate qualiry control
system, guarantees highly accurate results that meet
international standards. Standard protocols are available for
the following services:
r Determination of the natural radioactivity of industrial by-

products (inhomogeneous) waste, building materials,
gravel, soils, etc.

o Determination of internal contamination by whole-body
counting.

o Analysis of excreta to estimate the degtee of uptake of
radionuclides and to determine the eflbctive dose in
individuals.

o Wipe and leak rests of encapsulated sources.
o Determination of artificial radionuclides in food stuff and

environmental samples.
o Air monitoring in working environments.
o Determination of radon in air, both long-term (integrated)

and instantaneous.
r Environmental monitoring of radiation fields by

thermoluminescence dosimetry or ionisation chambers.

A method was developed for the determination of radium

(Ra-226) and radon (Rr-222) concentrations in water. In this
method the sample of interest is purged by nitrogen gas and

the outflowing radon ttapped on silica gel at -1!0oC.
Approximately 16 h after sampling, the silica gel is analysed

by liquid scintillation counting to determine the radon level.

The reliability of the method was verified by means of an

international intercomparison, organised by the Wodd
Health Organisation O(HO), the results of which are shown

in Thble 1. The same method is applied for the determination
of the radon exhalation rate of building materials, amongst
others employed in studies after the retarding effect ofpaint
systems and the effects ofthe production ptocess and

composition of concrete slabs. During all investigations, the
results of the sampling and the counting facility were verified
using a laboratoty standard phosphogypsum block. Its
repeatability was found to be 5 per cent (relative standard

Table r. Resuls of an international intercomparison on the
determination of Ra-226 concentrations in water

Ra-226 concentration (Bq/l)
Mean 917o cotfid,ence interval

All participants
l$fHO results

TNO-CSD results

2.07
2.33
2.26

r.7t - 2.43
2.26 - 2.40
2.r4 - 2.38
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deviation) overall period of 8 years.

A method was developed to assess radon progeny

concentrations in air, taking into account both the attached

and the unattached fractions. In the radon inhalation facility

XI!,, servtces

a detection limit was obtained of approximately I Bq.m-r
Rn-EEC for PAEC-values, based on a single measurement.

Research is in progress to veri$/ the method under more

realistic conditions in a physical model of a dwelling. ,t)

3. Quality assurance in diagnostic radiology
L.von den Bery ond l. Moor

Since the publication of the EU Directive Euratom 19841466
(often referred to as "Radiation Protection of the Patient")
and its implementation in the Dutch legislation, attention
has increasingly been focwed on Qualiry Assurance (QA) in
medical diagnostic radiology. The main aim of QA is to

provide good qualiry diagnostic images, while keeping the

dose to the patient as low as reasonably achievable.

Achieving and demonstrating good qualiry requires

implementation of a QA programme. A QA programme

includes systematic testing of diagnostic X-ray equipment

and related tools (e.g. viewing boxes and film processors) and

an organisational structure describing the responsibilities of
the staff of the radiology department.

Ideally the performance of a diagnostic X-ray unit would
be characterised by two key parameters: the effective dose to
the patient and the qualiry of the image produced. However,

methods to quantiSr the image qualiry are still subject of

scientific research, while determination of the dose to the
patient is far from straight forward. In practice, QA in
hospitals can best be assured by testing a set ofphysical
(technical) patzrmeters of the equipment, such as kVp, tube
load, beam limitation, filtration, focal spot size and several

others.

TNO-CSD, participating in the Working Group "Quality
Ctiteria for diagnostic X-ray Equipment" developed

measuring ptotocols for evaluating the performance

characteristics ("status") of X-ray equipment in co-operation
with medical professionals and hospital physicists. So far,

eleven protocols have been prepared (see 2.5). These protocols
have been tested in medical practice.

TNO-CSD provides QA services for diagnostic radiology
departments in those hospitals that do not have the necessary

expertise and technical facilities available. J

4. Radiation safety at the workplace
Lvan den Berg ondt.Moor

The working conditions of persons working in the vicinity of
soutces or using sources ofionising radiation should comply
with radiation protection criteria. Individual monitoring,
necessary to verifr that no worker receives a dose in excess of
the specified dose limits, may provide useful infotmation on

the radiation safety ofthe work place. It is, however, often

desirable to investigate the working environment to verift
that exposure of the worker is kept as low as reasonably

achievable (AIARA). In cases where local expertise and/or

measuring facilities are not available,

TNO-CSD provides assistance. Investigations are made using

calibrated instruments and following working procedures

approved by the government.

Vhen existing facilities need remodelling or when new

constructions meant to accommodate radiation sources are

being designed (e.g. X-ray rooms in hospitals), radiation

protection aspects, i.e. shielding, require carefirl consideration.

This is another area where TNO-CSD can give advice,

having the facilities to assist in making calculations for
optimal shielding. J
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5. Calibration of instruments
L.von den B*g and l. Moor

A wide range of radiation sources and measuring equipment
is of paramount impoftance for scientific research in
radiation dosimetry. These facilities are available at TNO-
CSD and are also used to evaluate, type test ot calibrate
radiation protection instruments for suppliers, hospitals and
(nuclear) industry. To report the results certificates are issued.

The sources and ionisation chambers/electrometers used by
CSD are traceable to primary standards, calibration
procedures are based on standard ptotocols. The following
radiation souices are available:

Co-60
Cs-137

X rays

Beta rays

r250
662

to-320
225-2300

4 sources

4 sources

filtered beams

'n'P^,'' TL,9osr/9oY

If the customer so desires reference radiations as specified by
ISO (International Standards Organisation) are used (Narrow

as well as \7ide Spectrum Series). 0

6. Monte Carlo computer codes

F.W. Schultz

r0fhen measuring is impractical or impossible computer
simulation employing Monte Carlo (MC) techniques may

offer an alternative way of evaluating dosimetric quantities.
During the past few decades sophisticated computer codes

have been developed, tested and benchmarked, against each

other and against physical experiments, with satisfactory

results. Such computer codes are based on mathematical
models of radiation physics and use compiled numerical data

on interactions ofradiation and matter. In essence,

MC techniques determine the fate of radiation particles,
transported along simulated paths through matter in a
region ofinrerest, by random selection from ptobability
density distributions that describe the likelihood of the

direction ofthe path and the events encountered (e.g.,

scatter, energy deposition, creation of secondary particles).
The probabiliry density distributions depend on the nature

ofthe simulated particle (type, energy) and on the narure of
the material it crosses (density, composition). The contribution
of each particle to a sought dosimetric quantity is recorded.

By simulating a gteat many random particle histories
statistically reliable average values and uncertainty estimates

are calculated. IJsers must supply details about the radiation
source, shape and quality ofthe beam, the irradiated object
and any other parts of the exposure geometry.

At TNO-CSD the MC code "MCNP" (Monte Carlo
Simulation ofN Particles) version 4A (released in 1993) is

being used. This is a general-purpose code for simulation of
neutrons, photons and electrons. The software package was

developed at Los Alamos National Laboratory.

The well-known code "EGS4" (Electron Gamma Shower 4)
originating from Stanford Linear Accelerator Center is also

available. Both codes run on a Flewlett-Packard HP9O00

model 7 7 7 I Cl 1 0 workstation.
A number of mathematical anthropomotphic phantoms are

available for application in combination with MCNP. They

can be used, for instance, to calculate organ dose distributions.
All organs that are of importance to radiological protection
are modelled. The phantoms represent the reference adult
male and female, and a seven years old girl. Another phantom

family consists of male and female childten of ages ir, 10, 5

and 1 year, and new-born babies.

At TNO-CSD the majority of problems being solved by
means of MCNP concerns calculation of dose distributions
and (effective) dose conversion factors for medical applications
in diagnostic radiology radiotherapy and nuclear medicine.
It is also used to support experimental dosimetry and

radiobiology, and for personal dosimetry in conjunction with
radiation protection ofpatients, radiation workers and general

public. 0
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7. Patient dosimetry and assessment of image quality in medical
diagnostic radiology

l, Zoetelief, l.lh.M. lonsen ond F.W. Schultz

Applicarion of the general principles of radiation protection Image quality assessment
to medical radiology implies that clinical procedures involving Dosimettic infotmation without knowledge of the related

X rays or radionuclides are to be justified and optimised. For image q,,ali1y provides only a basis for risk assessment, i.e.,

diagnostic radiology, optimisation means that the radiation only half the infotmation necessary to demonstrate compliance

dose to the patient should be kept as low as possible, but still with good medical practice. Therefore, demonstration of
compatible with the image q,alisy necessary for an adequate adequate image quality is vital. TNO-CSD can provide
diagnosis. Optimisation concerns the balance between patient means for the assessment of image quality by petforming
dose and image quality, i.e., radiation risk versus adequate mezrsurements on images of contrast-detail phantoms.
medical diagnosis. Assessment of image quality is of great Although this method provides only semi-quantitative
importance in this respect. The most appropriate dosimetric information it still allows clear demonstration of differences

quantity for risk assessment is the effective dose (1). in image quality for different situations. The development of
Presently, a key question in diagnostic radiology is to what techniques for quantifring image quality is an important
extent digital techniques should replace conventional research area of TNO-CSD. l)
methods, e.g. film/screen radiography.

In ptactice, the assessment oforgan effective doses in
diagnostic radiology is based upon mezrsurement of relatively l,lnternotionol Commission on Rodiologicol Protection (ICRP),

simple dosimetric quantities, e.g., entrance surface dose 1990 Recommendations of the International Commission
(ESD), X-ray tube output (i.e., air-kerma free-in-air per unit on Radiological Protection. ICRP publication 60
of tube-current exposure-time product, mAs), computed (Oxford: Petgamon Press, ICRP), 1991.
tomography dose index (CTDI) and dose-area-product (DAP).
Conversion factors, which depend on additional information
including tadiation quality specified by for instance half
value Iayer and exposute geometry provide a relation between

the basic dosimetric quantities and e{fective dose.

Practical dose measurements
For the measurement of various dosimetric quantities TNO-
CSD can provide adequate means. These include
thermoluminescent dosemeters (TLD) in various arrangements

for ESD measurement on patients as well as various types of
ionisation chambers which in combination with appropriate
electrometers, can be used for measufement of tube output,
CTDI and DAP. The use of TLD has as advantages that these

can easily be applied by the local slcaff of a diagnostic
radiology department and can be evaluated at TNO-CSD.
Ionisation chamber measurements, however, require a TNO
employee visiting the department.

Assessment of organ and effective doses for patients
The same value of a basic dosimetric quantity for diffetent
exposure conditions may result in considerable differences in
organ and effective doses. It is, therefore, important to apply
appropriate factors to convert dosimetric quantities into
organ and effective doses. TNO-CSD has available ot access

to almost all world-wide available data bases of conversion

factors. In addition, TNO-CSD has the facilities to calculate

conversion factors if adequate infotmation is lacking.
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